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Introduction 
Fermilab and JPARC muon g-2 experiments 
SM contribution to g-2  
Muon g-2 Theory Initiative 
dispersive/data driven methods 
• Hadronic Vacuum Polariztion (HVP) 
• Hadronic Light-by-Light (HLbL) 
lattice QCD   
• lattice HVP 
• lattice HLbL 
Connections 
Summary and Outlook

``The anomalous magnetic moment of the muon in the SM”: 1st White Paper published in 2020  
[T. Aoyama et al, arXiv:2006.04822, Phys. Repts. 887 (2020) 1-166.] 

``Prospects for precise predictions of  in the SM”:  2022 Snowmass Summer Study, arXiv:2203.15810aμ

https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.04822
https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.15810
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The Standard Model of Particle Physics
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The Higgs boson (discovered in 2012) completes the very successful SM

If experimental measurements of the muon’s anomalous magnetic moment disagree with 
Standard Model theory, this could be evidence for new particles and/or forces. 
 

 ➠ discovery potential of precision measurements

The muon ( ) was the first unexpected discovery, prompting 
the question ``Who ordered that?”, now phrased as: ``Why 
three generations?” 
Many other questions:  
• Dark matter 
• Dark energy 
• How (a lot) more matter than antimatter?  
• Why  ? 
• … 
Answers to these questions will yield deeper insights and 
generically give rise to new particles and/or new forces.

μ

mHiggs ≃ 125 GeV
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Introduction: magnetic moment
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 all leptons (electron, muon, tau-lepton, neutrinos) carry spin (intrinsic angular momentum),  
with spin = 1/2 
electric charge ( ) + spin ➠ magnetic moment 
 
    
                                                                                                                                                   
➠ a muon is a (tiny) magnetic dipole

e, μ, τ ~µ = g
e

2m
~S

 In a magnetic field it can precess similar to a spinning top 
 This precession can be measured very precisely. 
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Quantum corrections change how a muon interacts 
with a magnetic field.  
 
 
                           

All known particles contribute … 

Anomalous magnetic moment
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The magnetic moment of charged leptons (e, µ, τ): ~µ = g
e

2m
~S
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a ⌘ g � 2

2
= 0.00116 . . .

quantum effects

Dirac:
g = 2
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Julian Schwinger:  [1948] 

↵ ⇡ 1

137
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B. Lee Roberts - Schwingerfest – 3 December 2018 - p. 10

gS measured to 50 ppm
ae to  42 parts per mil

g = 2(1 + a);
crucial test of QED and 

perturbation theory  

g = 2
⇣
1 +

↵

2⇡

⌘
= 2(1 + 0.00116 . . .)
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g > 2
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Muon g-2: history of experiment vs theory
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1959: start of first muon g-2 
experiments at CERN

https://cds.cern.ch/record/41876

• Experimental measurements with 
increasing precision, down to 
~10ppm 

• Required more precise theoretical 
calculations 

• Good agreement on final results

SciPost Physics Proceedings Submission
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Figure 12: (a) The arrival time spectrum from the 2001 data set [52]. The blue points are
data and the green curve is the fit to the data. The histogram contains ' 3 ⇥ 109 events.
(b) The measurements of aµ from CERN-3 and from BNL E821. The vertical band labeled
KNT shows the Standard Model value from Keshavarzi et al. [55]. The thin vertical line is
the combined average of the individual measurements.

5 Summary and Conclusions

The measurement of the muon magnetic moment spans six decades, and the story is not
over. With the recent significant improvements in the Standard Model value of the muon
anomaly [55–57] evidence for a possible deviation between the experimental value and the
Standard Model value continues to grow. The E821 result now di↵ers by more than three
and a half standard deviations from the Standard Model value. Fortunately there are two
new experiments that should be able to clarify this discrepancy. The Fermilab experiment
E989, which represents the next level of improvement in the series of “magic �” storage ring
experiments, is now collecting data with the goal of a fourfold improvement over BNL E821. A
new experiment, E34 at J-PARC, discussed at this conference by Tsutomu Mibe, is developing
a very di↵erent technique to measure the anomaly.

6 Acknowledgments
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and in the new Fermilab experiment E989 that is now coming on line. I wish to thank all
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[L. Roberts, arXiv:1811.06974, SciPost Phys. Proc.]
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1984: start of Brookhaven experiment

By 2000: very precise measurements 
which disagree with theory, but not 
yet significant enough…
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Fermilab muon g-2 experiment
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The Fermilab experiment released the measurement result from their run 1 data on 7 April 2021.  
[B. Abi et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 124, 141801 (2021)] 
Runs 2 and 3 measurement: August 2023; Run 6 completed Spring 2023. 

WP

R. Chislett @ Higgscentre workshop

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.126.141801
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JPARC experiment
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T. Mibe for E34 @ INT g-2 workshop

• 2018:  
Stage II approval by IPNS and IMSS directors. 

• March 2019:  
Endorsed by KEK-SAC as a near-term priority  

• 2020: 
Funding request 

• 2024+: 
data taking runs

4

Thermal muonium
production,
Ionization laser

Muon storage
magnet(3 T)

MLF muon experimental
facility (H-line)

Positron tracking
detector

Proton beam (3 GeV)

Surface muon (4 MeV)

Ultra-slow muon (25 meV)

Reaccelerated muon(212 MeV)

3D spiral injection
Muon LINAC

Muon g-2/EDM
experiment
at J-PARC

Features:
• Low emittance muon beam (1/1000)
• No strong focusing (1/1000) & good injection eff. (x10)
• Compact storage ring (1/20) 
• Tracking detector with large acceptance
• Completely different from BNL/FNAL method
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Muon g-2: SM contributions
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aµ = aµ(QED) + aµ(EW) + aµ(hadronic)
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Ai =
X

n=0

⇣↵
⇡

⌘n
A2n

i
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n # of diagrams Contribution x 1011

1 1 116140973.32
2 7 413 217.63
3 71 30141.90
4 891 381.00
5 12672 5.08

aµ(QED) = 116 584 718.9 (1)⇥ 10�11
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[T. Aoyama et al, arXiv:1205.5370, PRL;    
T. Aoyama, T. Kinoshita, M. Nio, Atoms 7 (1) (2019) 28]

 difference for  at 
5th order in .  [Volkov, 2019]

4.8σ A1
α
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Question: is there a uniform definition of ↵, ↵(MZ), GF or Gµ, sW,
etc in the report? How about specifying numerical input values for these
quantities? Here or somewhere else in the report, or unnecessary? (Here we
only need GF ,MW,Z and ↵)
Question: citation policy? We have not included citations here for “ancient”
one-loop calculations from 1972, but if desired or necessary for consistency
with other chapters we could include them.

1 The electroweak contribution to aµ

In this section we describe the electroweak (EW) SM contributions to aµ.
These contributions are defined as all SM contributions which are not con-
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Muon g-2: SM contributions
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Electroweak
(contributions from W,Z,H bosons)

aµ(EW) = 153.6 (1.0)⇥ 10�11
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[A. Czarnecki et al, hep-ph/0212229, PRD;  
C. Gnendinger et al, arXiv:1306.5546, PRD]

aµ = aµ(QED) + aµ(EW) + aµ(hadronic)

<latexit sha1_base64="ukHmy76qPwlDiPWpui1oZda0TB8=">AAACL3icbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jbp0EyxCRSgzUtGNUNSKyxbsBdoyZDJpG5pkhiQjlKFv5MZX6UZEEbe+hWk7C9t6IOTn+88hOb8fMaq047xbK6tr6xubma3s9s7u3r59cFhXYSwxqeGQhbLpI0UYFaSmqWakGUmCuM9Iwx/cTfzGM5GKhuJJDyPS4agnaJdipA3y7AfktXkMb+DszidtyWG1fD86g+dzrNxYQn0UyFBQbAzPzjkFZ1pwWbipyIG0Kp49bgchjjkRGjOkVMt1It1JkNQUMzLKtmNFIoQHqEdaRgrEieok031H8NSQAHZDaY7QcEr/TiSIKzXkvunkSPfVojeB/3mtWHevOwkVUayJwLOHujGDOoST8GBAJcGaDY1AWFLzV4j7SCKsTcRZE4K7uPKyqF8U3GLhslrMlW7TODLgGJyAPHDBFSiBR1ABNYDBCxiDD/BpvVpv1pf1PWtdsdKZIzBX1s8vvYil5A==</latexit>

Compared to QED, 
suppressed by 

∼
m2

μ

M2
W

∼ 10−6
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The hadronic contributions are written as:   

Muon g-2: SM contributions

11

leading hadronic

α2 α3

α2 α3 α4

∼ 10−7

a`(hadronic) = aHVP,LO
` + aHVP,NLO

` + aHVP,NNLO
` + . . .

+ aHLbL
` + aHLbL,NLO

` + . . .

<latexit sha1_base64="hyGK+oYnfxRtCBzAuLs0Z6m3QKQ=">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</latexit>

aµ = aµ(QED) + aµ(EW) + aµ(hadronic)

<latexit sha1_base64="ukHmy76qPwlDiPWpui1oZda0TB8=">AAACL3icbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jbp0EyxCRSgzUtGNUNSKyxbsBdoyZDJpG5pkhiQjlKFv5MZX6UZEEbe+hWk7C9t6IOTn+88hOb8fMaq047xbK6tr6xubma3s9s7u3r59cFhXYSwxqeGQhbLpI0UYFaSmqWakGUmCuM9Iwx/cTfzGM5GKhuJJDyPS4agnaJdipA3y7AfktXkMb+DszidtyWG1fD86g+dzrNxYQn0UyFBQbAzPzjkFZ1pwWbipyIG0Kp49bgchjjkRGjOkVMt1It1JkNQUMzLKtmNFIoQHqEdaRgrEieok031H8NSQAHZDaY7QcEr/TiSIKzXkvunkSPfVojeB/3mtWHevOwkVUayJwLOHujGDOoST8GBAJcGaDY1AWFLzV4j7SCKsTcRZE4K7uPKyqF8U3GLhslrMlW7TODLgGJyAPHDBFSiBR1ABNYDBCxiDD/BpvVpv1pf1PWtdsdKZIzBX1s8vvYil5A==</latexit>
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HVP: higher order (NLO, NNLO)

12

aμHVP : Higher orders & power counting; WP20 values in 10-11  

➤ All hadronic blobs also contain photons,
i.e.  real + virtual corrections in σhad(s)

• LO:  6931(40)

• NLO:  - 98.3(7)

from three classes of graphs:
- 207.7(7) + 105.9(4) + 3.4(1)    [KNT19]

(photonic,  extra e-loop, 2 had-loops)

• NNLO:  12.4(1) [Kurz et al, PLB 734(2014)144,

see also F Jegerlehner]

from five classes of graphs:
8.0 - 4.1 + 9.1 - 0.6 + 0.005

➥ good convergence,
iterations of hadronic blobs  _very_  small

➠ `double-bubbles’ very small: 3

  [based on KNT 2019] aHVP,NLO
μ = − 9.83(7) × 10−10

aμHVP : Higher orders & power counting; WP20 values in 10-11  

➤ All hadronic blobs also contain photons,
i.e.  real + virtual corrections in σhad(s)

• LO:  6931(40)

• NLO:  - 98.3(7)

from three classes of graphs:
- 207.7(7) + 105.9(4) + 3.4(1)    [KNT19]

(photonic,  extra e-loop, 2 had-loops)

• NNLO:  12.4(1) [Kurz et al, PLB 734(2014)144,

see also F Jegerlehner]

from five classes of graphs:
8.0 - 4.1 + 9.1 - 0.6 + 0.005

➥ good convergence,
iterations of hadronic blobs  _very_  small

➠ `double-bubbles’ very small: 3

aμHVP : short detour: Higher orders   Double Bubbles

4

• What if the blob in is a `double-bubble’ ?

• Purely leptonic graphs (le@ diagram below) are part of four-loop QED correcEons 

• But possibly enhanced contributions from mixed hadronic-leptonic double bubble 
graphs (right diagram above) are not included in the hadronic NNLO HVP 
corrections quoted above

• Our recent work has estimated these remaining NNLO contributions to aμ to be 
below 1 × 10-11 and hence not critical at the level of the experimental accuracy

M Hoferichter + TT,  Phys. Rev. Lett. 128 (2022) 11, 112002

!1

!2

π±

!

  [Kurz et al, arXiv:1403.6400, PLB 2014]aHVP,NNLO
μ = 1.24(1) × 10−10

mixed leptonic, hadronic (double bubble) contributions to  are   
[Hoferichter + Teubner,  arXiv:2112.06929]

aμ < 10−11

space-like NLO and NNLO HVP kernels for LQCD 
evaluations and MUonE  
[Balsani et al,  arXiv:2112.05704; Nesterenko, arXiv:2209.03217, arXiv: 2112.05009]

Figures by T. Teubner
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Muon g-2: SM contributions

13

aµ = aµ(QED) + aµ(EW) + aµ(hadronic)
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HLbL

aEW
µ = 153.6 (1.0)⇥ 10�11

<latexit sha1_base64="h19OLW6lqQS/KfK0kDqVsJ1iWoA=">AAACGHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWIQKOk60vhZCUQSXFewDOm3JpJk2NJkZkoxQhn6GG3/FjQtF3Hbn35g+Ftp64MLhnHu59x4v4kxpx/m25uYXFpeWUyvp1bX1jc3M1nZZhbEktERCHsqqhxXlLKAlzTSn1UhSLDxOK173duhXnqhULAwedS+idYHbAfMZwdpIzcwxbroibiSuFPCu0ofXEJ2d2ufuYQ7ZzgFMQ1czQRVETiM5QqjfzGQd2xkBzhI0IVkwQbGZGbitkMSCBppwrFQNOZGuJ1hqRjjtp91Y0QiTLm7TmqEBNtvqyeixPtw3Sgv6oTQVaDhSf08kWCjVE57pFFh31LQ3FP/zarH2L+sJC6JY04CMF/kxhzqEw5Rgi0lKNO8Zgolk5lZIOlhiok2WaRMCmn55lpRPbJS3rx7y2cLNJI4U2AV7IAcQuAAFcA+KoAQIeAav4B18WC/Wm/VpfY1b56zJzA74A2vwA9vIm+g=</latexit>

6845 (40) × 10−11

92 (18) × 10−11

aQED
µ (↵(Cs)) = 116 584 718.9 (1)⇥ 10�11

<latexit sha1_base64="jslMJiAKjL0WKnE49hRQIicInxE=">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</latexit>

QED

EW

α2
+…

+…

+…

+…

α3

0.01 ppm

0.001 ppm

0.34 ppm

0.15 ppm

[0.6%]

[20%]

HVP

Hadronic 
corrections

(5 loops)

(2 loops)

(NNLO)

(NLO)

contribution error2

QED

QED
EW
HVP
HLbL

HLbL

HVP
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hadrons

e+

e−

      Hadronic Corrections

14

Two different, independent strategies:  
  

 For HVP: use dispersion relations to rewrite integral in terms of hadronic cross section:   
 
 
  

Many experiments (over 20+ years) have measured the cross sections for the different 
channels over the needed energy range with increasing precision.  
For HLbL: new dispersive approach

e+e−

➠Im[ ] ∼ | |2
hadrons

 Direct calculation using Euclidean Lattice QCD 

                                      

  
 ab-initio method to quantify QCD effects 
 already used for simple hadronic quantities with high precision 
 requires large-scale computational resources 
 allows for entirely SM theory based evaluations

L 

a 

x 

Approximations:  
  discrete space-time (spacing a) 
  finite spatial volume (L), and time extent (T)  
  …

Integrals are evaluated 
numerically using 
Monte Carlo methods. 
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Maximize the impact of the Fermilab and J-PARC experiments 
➠ quantify and reduce the theoretical uncertainties on the hadronic 
corrections 

summarize the theory status and assess reliability of uncertainty estimates 

organize workshops to bring the different communities together: 
First plenary workshop @ Fermilab: 3-6 June 2017 
HVP workshop @ KEK: 12-14 February 2018 
HLbL workshop @ U Connecticut: 12-14 March 2018 
Second plenary workshop @ HIM (Mainz): 18-22 June 2018 
Third plenary workshop @ INT (Seattle): 9-13 September 2019 
Lattice HVP at high precision workshop (virtual): 16-20 November 2020 
Fourth plenary workshop @ KEK (virtual): 28 June - 02 July 2021 
Fifth plenary workshop @ Higgs Centre (Edinburgh): 5-9 September 2022 
Sixth plenary workshop @ University of Bern: 4-8 September 2023 
Seventh plenary workshop @ KEK (Japan): June 2024

Muon g-2 Theory Initiative

15

Steering Committee 

https://muon-gm2-theory.illinois.edu

Gilberto Colangelo (Bern) 
Michel Davier (Orsay) co-chair 
Aida El-Khadra (UIUC & Fermilab) chair 
Martin Hoferichter (Bern) 
Christoph Lehner (Regensburg 
University) co-chair 
Laurent Lellouch (Marseille) 
Tsutomu Mibe (KEK)   
J-PARC Muon g-2/EDM experiment 
Lee Roberts (Boston)    
Fermilab Muon g-2 experiment 
Thomas Teubner (Liverpool) 
Hartmut Wittig (Mainz)

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/13795/
http://www-conf.kek.jp/muonHVPws/index.html
https://indico.phys.uconn.edu/event/1/
http://www.apple.com
https://sites.google.com/uw.edu/int/programs/upcoming-programs
https://indico.cern.ch/event/956699/
https://www-conf.kek.jp/muong-2theory/
https://indico.ph.ed.ac.uk/event/112/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1258310/
https://muon-gm2-theory.illinois.edu
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Near-term Timeline
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Theory Initiative:  
ongoing activities: develop method average for Lattice HVP 
CMD-3 seminar (virtual): 27 March 2023 at 8:00am US CDT 
WP update with all available results ~ late 2023

Run 4
Run 5

Result from 
Runs 2&3

20
21

20
22

20
23

Final result  
from E989  

?

J-PARC E34FNAL E989

?

Run 1 result 
announced

Physics Reports 887 (2020) 1–166

Contents lists available at ScienceDirect

Physics Reports

journal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/physrep

The anomalousmagneticmoment of themuon in the Standard
Model
T. Aoyama 1,2,3, N. Asmussen 4, M. Benayoun 5, J. Bijnens 6, T. Blum 7,8,
M. Bruno 9, I. Caprini 10, C.M. Carloni Calame 11, M. Cè 9,12,13, G. Colangelo 14,⇤,
F. Curciarello 15,16, H. Czyª 17, I. Danilkin 12, M. Davier 18,⇤, C.T.H. Davies 19,
M. Della Morte 20, S.I. Eidelman 21,22,⇤, A.X. El-Khadra 23,24,⇤, A. Gérardin 25,
D. Giusti 26,27, M. Golterman 28, Steven Gottlieb 29, V. Gülpers 30, F. Hagelstein 14,
M. Hayakawa 31,2, G. Herdoíza 32, D.W. Hertzog 33, A. Hoecker 34,
M. Hoferichter 14,35,⇤, B.-L. Hoid 36, R.J. Hudspith 12,13, F. Ignatov 21,
T. Izubuchi 37,8, F. Jegerlehner 38, L. Jin 7,8, A. Keshavarzi 39, T. Kinoshita 40,41,
B. Kubis 36, A. Kupich 21, A. Kup±¢ 42,43, L. Laub 14, C. Lehner 26,37,⇤, L. Lellouch 25,
I. Logashenko 21, B. Malaescu 5, K. Maltman 44,45, M.K. Marinkovi¢ 46,47,
P. Masjuan 48,49, A.S. Meyer 37, H.B. Meyer 12,13, T. Mibe 1,⇤, K. Miura 12,13,3,
S.E. Müller 50, M. Nio 2,51, D. Nomura 52,53, A. Nyffeler 12,⇤, V. Pascalutsa 12,
M. Passera 54, E. Perez del Rio 55, S. Peris 48,49, A. Portelli 30, M. Procura 56,
C.F. Redmer 12, B.L. Roberts 57,⇤, P. Sánchez-Puertas 49, S. Serednyakov 21,
B. Shwartz 21, S. Simula 27, D. Stöckinger 58, H. Stöckinger-Kim 58, P. Stoffer 59,
T. Teubner 60,⇤, R. Van de Water 24, M. Vanderhaeghen 12,13, G. Venanzoni 61,
G. von Hippel 12, H. Wittig 12,13, Z. Zhang 18, M.N. Achasov 21, A. Bashir 62,
N. Cardoso 47, B. Chakraborty 63, E.-H. Chao 12, J. Charles 25, A. Crivellin 64,65,
O. Deineka 12, A. Denig 12,13, C. DeTar 66, C.A. Dominguez 67, A.E. Dorokhov 68,
V.P. Druzhinin 21, G. Eichmann 69,47, M. Fael 70, C.S. Fischer 71, E. Gámiz 72,
Z. Gelzer 23, J.R. Green 9, S. Guellati-Khelifa 73, D. Hatton 19,
N. Hermansson-Truedsson 14, S. Holz 36, B. Hörz 74, M. Knecht 25, J. Koponen 1,
A.S. Kronfeld 24, J. Laiho 75, S. Leupold 42, P.B. Mackenzie 24, W.J. Marciano 37,
C. McNeile 76, D. Mohler 12,13, J. Monnard 14, E.T. Neil 77, A.V. Nesterenko 68,
K. Ottnad 12, V. Pauk 12, A.E. Radzhabov 78, E. de Rafael 25, K. Raya 79, A. Risch 12,
A. Rodríguez-Sánchez 6, P. Roig 80, T. San José 12,13, E.P. Solodov 21, R. Sugar 81,
K. Yu. Todyshev 21, A. Vainshtein 82, A. Vaquero Avilés-Casco 66, E. Weil 71,
J. Wilhelm 12, R. Williams 71, A.S. Zhevlakov 78

1 Institute of Particle and Nuclear Studies, High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK), Tsukuba 305-0801, Japan
2 Nishina Center, RIKEN, Wako 351-0198, Japan
3 Kobayashi–Maskawa Institute for the Origin of Particles and the Universe (KMI), Nagoya University, Nagoya 464-8602, Japan
4 School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Southampton, Southampton SO17 1BJ, United Kingdom
5 LPNHE, Sorbonne Université, Université de Paris, CNRS/IN2P3, Paris, France

⇤ Corresponding authors.
E-mail address: MUON-GM2-THEORY-SC@fnal.gov (G. Colangelo, M. Davier, S.I. Eidelman, A.X. El-Khadra, M. Hoferichter, C. Lehner, T. Mibe, A.

Nyffeler, B.L. Roberts, T. Teubner).

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physrep.2020.07.006
0370-1573/© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Muon g-2 TI 
WP published 

Run 6

Result from 
Run 4&5  

20
25

WP

20
24

TI workshops:   
Jun 2021 @ KEK (virtual) 
Sep 2022 @ Higgscentre 
Sep 2023 @ Bern 
Summer 2024 @ KEK

WP update 

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/59052/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.04822
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Hadronic Corrections: Comparisons
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aHVP

µ +
⇥
aQED

µ + aWeak

µ + aHLbL

µ

⇤
� aexpµ
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aSMµ
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Introduction 
Fermilab and JPARC muon g-2 experiments 
SM contribution to g-2  
Muon g-2 Theory Initiative 
dispersive/data driven methods 
• Hadronic Vacuum Polariztion (HVP) 
• Hadronic Light-by-Light (HLbL) 
lattice QCD   
• lattice HVP 
• lattice HLbL 
Connections 
Summary and Outlook
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⇧̂(q2) = ⇧(q2)�⇧(0)⇧µ⌫ =

Z
d4xeiqxhjµ(x)j⌫(0)i = (qµq⌫ � q2gµ⌫)⇧(q

2)

      Hadronic vacuum polarization
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Leading order HVP correction: aHVP,LO
µ =

⇣↵
⇡

⌘2
Z

dq2!(q2) ⇧̂(q2)

• Use optical theorem and dispersion relation 
to rewrite the integral in terms of the hadronic 

 cross section:  

 
 
  

• Use direct integration method, summing up 
cross sections for all possible hadronic 
channels up to ~ 2 GeV  

e+e−

aHVP,LO
µ =

m2
µ

12⇡3

Z
ds

K̂(s)

s
�exp(s)

Dominant contributions from low energies; 
 channel: 73% of total π+π−

08.02.2018 HVP_2018 6 

 e+e-  facilities involved in HVP measurement  

KLOE SND CMD-3 

HVP measurements 

BaBar 

BNL-821 

BELLE-II 

BES-III 

KEDR 

FNAL E989
J-PARC g-2/EDM 

E-34
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(a) Fractional contributions to ahad,LOVP

µ .

(b) Fractional contributions to �↵(5)
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(M2

Z)

Figure 20: Pie charts showing the fractional contributions to the total mean value (left pie chart) and

(error)2 (right pie chart) of both ahad,LOVP
µ (upper panel) and �↵(5)

had
(M2

Z) (lower panel) from various

energy intervals. The energy intervals for ahad,LOVP
µ are defined by the boundaries m⇡, 0.6, 0.9, 1.43,

2.0 and 1 GeV. For �↵(5)

had
(M2

Z), the intervals are defined by the energy boundaries m⇡, 0.6, 0.9, 1.43,
2.0, 4.0, 11.2 and 1 GeV. In both cases, the (error)2 includes all experimental uncertainties (including
all available correlations) and local �2

min
/d.o.f. inflation. The fractional contribution to the (error)2 from

the radiative correction uncertainties are shown in black and indicated by ‘rad.’.

analysis is

ahad,LOVP

µ = (693.26± 1.19stat ± 2.01sys ± 0.22vp ± 0.71fsr)⇥ 10�10

= (693.26± 2.46tot)⇥ 10�10 , (3.28)

where the uncertainties include all available correlations and local �2 inflation as discussed in
Section 2.2.2. Using the same data compilation as described for the calculation of ahad,LOVP

µ ,

the next-to-leading order (NLO) contribution to ahad,VP
µ is determined here to be

ahad,NLOVP

µ = (�9.82± 0.02stat ± 0.03sys ± 0.01vp ± 0.02fsr)⇥ 10�10

= (�9.82± 0.04tot)⇥ 10�10 . (3.29)
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Tensions between BaBar and KLOE data sets: 

Cross checks using analyticity and unitarity relating 
pion form factor to  scattering  
Combinations of data sets affected by tensions 
between measurements and treatment of 
correlations:  
➠ conservative merging procedure

ππ

Zhiqing Zhang (LAL, Orsay) /15+12The muon g-2 theory initiatives, Seattle, Sept 9-13, 2019
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Davier-Hoecker-Malaescu-Zhang, 2019

Summary

!15

❒ A few new measurements/updates included 

❒ The fit based on analyticity and unitarity improves the precision by ~50%  
    for energy range below 0.6 GeV 

❒ The large discrepancy between BABAR and KLOE in the π+π- channel is 
not covered by the usual uncertainty estimation (even when local error 
inflation is applied), we quote this discrepancy as an additional 
(dominant) uncertainty in our new evaluation 

❒ We need more precise and                                                          
independent measurements                                                                    
to resolve the discrepancy
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[M. Davier et al, arXiv:1908.00921]  

total hadronic cross section  from > 100 data sets in 
more than 35 channels summed up to ~ 2GeV 

: inclusive data + pQCD + narrow resonances 
 defined to include real & virtual photons 

direct integration method: no need to specify resonances 
( ,…) 
two independent compilations (DHMZ, KNT)

σhad

s > 2 GeV
σhad

ρ

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1802.02995
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1908.00921
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In 2020 WP:  
Conservative merging procedure to obtain a realistic 
assessment of the underlying uncertainties: 

• account for tensions between data sets 
• account for differences in methodologies for compilation 

of experimental inputs 
• include correlations between systematic errors 
• cross checks from unitarity & analyticity constraints 

[Colangelo et al, 2018;  Anantharayan et al, 2018; Davier et al, 2019;  
Hoferichter et al, 2019] 

• Full NLO radiative corrections  [Campanario et al, 2019]

HVP: data-driven
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aHVP,LO
μ = 693.1 (2.8)exp (0.7)DV+pQCD (2.8)BaBar−KLOE × 10−10

= 693.1 (4.0) × 10−10
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Figure 3: (Color online) Comparison of the updated calculation of the leading-order (LO) hadronic vacuum polarization
contribution to (g � 2)µ due to ⇡+⇡� in the energy range 600 - 900 MeV from BESIII and the corresponding results from
CMD-2 [13, 14], SND [15], BaBar [11], BESIII 16 [1],CLEO [16], and KLOE [17]. The respective values are taken from the
white paper of the Muon g-2 Theory Initiative [2, 3, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. The yellow band indicates the 1� range of the updated
BESIII result.
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New: from CMD-3 [F. Ignatov et al, arXiv:2302.08834]

A new puzzle! 
• discrepancies between experiments now   

need to be understood/resolved  

• (virtual) scientific seminar + discussion panel on CMD-3 measurement 
March 27 (8:00 –11:00 am US CDT)  
Discussions are continuing! 

• 6th Muon g-2 Theory Initiative workshop (4-8 Sep 2023, Bern)

≳ (3 − 5) σ
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In 2020 WP:  
Conservative merging procedure to obtain a realistic 
assessment of the underlying uncertainties: 

• account for tensions between data sets 
• account for differences in methodologies for compilation 

of experimental inputs 
• include correlations between systematic errors 
• cross checks from unitarity & analyticity constraints 

[Colangelo et al, 2018;  Anantharayan et al, 2018; Davier et al, 2019;  
Hoferichter et al, 2019] 

• Full NLO radiative corrections  [Campanario et al, 2019]
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Ongoing work on experimental inputs: 
• BaBar: new analysis of large data set in  channel, also , other 

channels 
• KLOE: new analysis of large data in  channel, other channels 
• SND: new results for  channel, other channels in progress 
• BESIII: new results in 2021 for  channel, continued analysis also 

for , other channels 
• Belle II: arXiv:2207.06307 (Snowmass WP) 

Better statistics than BaBar or KLOE; similar or better systematics 
for low-energy cross sections  

• Most collaborations proceeding with blind analyses
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Figure 3: (Color online) Comparison of the updated calculation of the leading-order (LO) hadronic vacuum polarization
contribution to (g � 2)µ due to ⇡+⇡� in the energy range 600 - 900 MeV from BESIII and the corresponding results from
CMD-2 [13, 14], SND [15], BaBar [11], BESIII 16 [1],CLEO [16], and KLOE [17]. The respective values are taken from the
white paper of the Muon g-2 Theory Initiative [2, 3, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. The yellow band indicates the 1� range of the updated
BESIII result.
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• account for differences in methodologies for compilation 

of experimental inputs 
• include correlations between systematic errors 
• cross checks from unitarity & analyticity constraints 

[Colangelo et al, 2018;  Anantharayan et al, 2018; Davier et al, 2019;  
Hoferichter et al, 2019] 

• Full NLO radiative corrections  [Campanario et al, 2019]
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Ongoing work on theoretical aspects: 
• Developing NNLO Monte Carlo generators (STRONG 2020 workshop 

https://agenda.infn.it/event/28089/)  [➠ appendix]  
• radiative corrections using FsQED (scalar QED + pion form factor)  
• charge asymmetry (CMD-3 measurement) vs radiative corrections [Ignatov 

+ Lee, arXiv:2204.12235] 

• development of new dispersive treatment of radiative corrections in  
channel [Colangelo at al, arXiv2207.03495]   

• new focus on structure-dependent NLO effects:  
source of difference between ISR and direct scan measurements?  
[Strong 2020 workshop] 

• including  decay data: requires nonperturbative evaluation of IB 
correction  [M. Bruno et al, arXiv:1811.00508]

ππ

τ

If the differences between experiments are resolved:  
data-driven evaluations of HVP with  feasible by ~2025∼ 0.3 %

aHVP,LO
μ = 693.1 (2.8)exp (0.7)DV+pQCD (2.8)BaBar−KLOE × 10−10

= 693.1 (4.0) × 10−10
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Figure 3: (Color online) Comparison of the updated calculation of the leading-order (LO) hadronic vacuum polarization
contribution to (g � 2)µ due to ⇡+⇡� in the energy range 600 - 900 MeV from BESIII and the corresponding results from
CMD-2 [13, 14], SND [15], BaBar [11], BESIII 16 [1],CLEO [16], and KLOE [17]. The respective values are taken from the
white paper of the Muon g-2 Theory Initiative [2, 3, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. The yellow band indicates the 1� range of the updated
BESIII result.
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Hadronic Light-by-light
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=
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Dispersive approach: 
[Colangelo at al, 2014; Pauk & Vanderhaegen 2014; …]   

model independent 
significantly more complicated than for HVP 
provides a framework for data-driven evaluations 
can also use lattice results as inputs

Dominant contributions ( of total):≈ 75 %

Well quantified with  uncertainty 
 pole contributions: Canterbury approximants only 

Ongoing work: consolidation of  pole contributions 
using disp. relations and LQCD

≈ 6 %
η, η′ 

η, η′ 
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=

π0, η, η′

+ . . .+

π+

+ . . .+
Exchanges of

other resonances

(f0, a1, f2, . . .)

+
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+ . . .

Subleading contributions ( of total):≈ 25 %

Not yet well known  
➠ dominant contribution to total uncertainty 
Ongoing work: 
- Implementation of short-distance constraints (now at 2-loop) 
- DR implementation for axial vector contributions 
- new  DR program for higher spin intermediate states  

[Luedtke @ Higgscentre workshop with Procura and Stoffer, in progress] 

- Mainz and BESIII ramping up  programs 
[A. Denig and C. Redmer @ Higgscentre workshop]

q4 = 0

γ(*)γ*

Dispersive, data-driven evaluation of HLbL with 
total uncertainty feasible by ~2025. ≤ 10 %
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Comparison: 

Contribution PdRV(09) [471] N/JN(09) [472, 573] J(17) [27] Our estimate

⇡0, ⌘, ⌘0-poles 114(13) 99(16) 95.45(12.40) 93.8(4.0)
⇡,K-loops/boxes �19(19) �19(13) �20(5) �16.4(2)

S -wave ⇡⇡ rescattering �7(7) �7(2) �5.98(1.20) �8(1)

subtotal 88(24) 73(21) 69.5(13.4) 69.4(4.1)

scalars � � � �
� 1(3)tensors � � 1.1(1)

axial vectors 15(10) 22(5) 7.55(2.71) 6(6)
u, d, s-loops / short-distance � 21(3) 20(4) 15(10)

c-loop 2.3 � 2.3(2) 3(1)

total 105(26) 116(39) 100.4(28.2) 92(19)

Table 15: Comparison of two frequently used compilations for HLbL in units of 10�11 from 2009 and a recent update with our estimate. Legend:
PdRV = Prades, de Rafael, Vainshtein (“Glasgow consensus”); N/JN = Ny↵eler / Jegerlehner, Ny↵eler; J = Jegerlehner.

in Table 15.42 While the central values are all quite close to each other (the largest discrepancy is with the Glasgow
consensus, which, however, includes a large part of the short-distance contribution in the pseudoscalar poles) and all
compatible within errors, the largest improvement is in the uncertainty, which has been reduced by a factor 6 to 3.

The lower part of the table contains the remaining contributions, which still su↵er from significant uncertainties,
further separated into the contribution from light quarks as well as the c-loop. For these a comparison among di↵erent
evaluations is more di�cult, because model dependence is still a↵ecting all contributions (with the exception of the
short-distance contribution evaluated here). It is in this second part of the table that future progress will have to
happen.

We have described above how we obtained our final error estimate. Just for comparison, in PdRV [471] all errors
have been added in quadrature, in N/JN [472, 573] all errors have been added linearly, and in J [27] the errors have been
added in quadrature and then multiplied by a factor 2 to account for possible model uncertainties so far unaccounted
for.

We also briefly comment on the numbers in the recent review by Danilkin, Redmer, and Vanderhaeghen [626]. The
main di↵erence is their estimate of the pseudoscalar-pole contribution, 84(4) ⇥ 10�11, lower than our value by about
2.5�, which is incompatible with what we know about this contribution as explained in Sec. 4.4. The smaller value for
the PS-poles is compensated by the quark-loop contribution, 20(4) ⇥ 10�11, which is a bit larger than our estimate of
the short-distance contribution, leading to a central value, 87(13) ⇥ 10�11, very close to ours. The errors in Ref. [626]
are added linearly, but in particular the uncertainties for the axial-vectors and the short-distance contribution are much
smaller than ours, which is the main reason for their rather small total uncertainty.

The comparison discussed here clearly shows that there has been significant progress since the time of the Glasgow
consensus. The development of a more systematic approach to the calculation of the HLbL contribution has led to
improved estimates of several of the underlying contributions. The shifts in the central values are relatively moderate,
never larger than two sigmas with respect to older estimates, but the overall shift is quite significant and in the negative
direction, thus increasing the discrepancy with the measured value. Even more important than the shift in the central
value is our ability to make better uncertainty estimates. In some cases these have been drastically reduced with
respect to the time of the Glasgow consensus, but in some others a better theoretical understanding of the formalism
has led to a more cautious attitude. The upshot is that even taking a conservative approach we could bring the total
uncertainty down to about 20% of the central value and the prospects for an even further reduction in the coming
years, towards the 10% goal, are very good as will be sketched in the next subsection.

42To make a meaningful comparison, since the largest contribution among the scalars is due to the �/ f0(500), which is treated as a ⇡⇡ rescattering
e↵ect here, we have considered the contribution of the scalars of earlier evaluations in the line labeled “S -wave ⇡⇡ rescattering.” This is indeed
justified for the scalar contribution �6.8(2.0) ⇥ 10�11 in the ENJL model from Ref. [484], as confirmed in Ref. [666]. The �/ f0(500) is also
responsible for 50–80% of the value �6.0(1.2) ⇥ 10�11 from Ref. [27], depending on the mixing.

138

NLO HLbL contribution: 

aHLbL,NLO
μ = 2 (1) × 10−11

HLbL: dispersive

25
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Outline
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Introduction 
Fermilab and JPARC muon g-2 experiments 
SM contribution to g-2  
Muon g-2 Theory Initiative 
dispersive/data driven methods 
• Hadronic Vacuum Polariztion (HVP) 
• Hadronic Light-by-Light (HLbL) 
lattice QCD   
• lattice HVP 
• lattice HLbL 
Connections 
Summary and Outlook
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adjustable parameters 

lattice spacing:  

finite volume, time:    

quark masses (mf): 
tune using hadron masses  
extrapolations/interpolations

Lattice QCD Introduction

L 

a 

x 

discrete Euclidean space-time (spacing a) 
derivatives ➙ difference operators, etc… 
finite spatial volume (L) 
finite time extent (T) 

LQCD =
X

f

 ̄f (D/+mf ) f +
1

4
trFµ⌫F

µ⌫

a ➙ 0

L ➙ ∞, T > L

MH,lat = MH,exp

mf ➙ mf,phys mud ms mc mb

Integrals are evaluated 
numerically using monte 

carlo methods. 

a (fm) 

L 
a (fm) 

L 

FIG. 6. Distribution of four-flavor QCD gauge-field ensembles used in this work. Ensembles that
are new with respect our previous analysis [23] are indicated with black outlines. Ensembles with
unphysical strange-quark masses are shown as gold disks with orange outlines. The area of each
disk is proportional to the statistical sample size Nconf ⇥ Nsrc. The physical, continuum limit is
located at (a = 0, M⇡ ⇡ 135 MeV).

charm and bottom quarks with controlled discretization errors. Figure 7 shows the range
of valence heavy-quark masses used in our analysis. On the coarsest a ⇡ 0.15 and 0.12 fm
ensembles, we have only two values mh = 0.9m0

c
and m

0
c
; on our finest a ⇡ 0.042 and 0.03 fm

ensembles, however, we have several heavy-quark masses between 0.9m0
c

 mh  5m0
c
,

reaching just above the physical b-quark mass. Second, as discussed in Sec. III, we have
large statistical sample sizes, with about 4,000 samples on most ensembles and large lattice
volumes; the resulting errors on the decay constants range from 0.04% to 1.4%.

Because of the breadth and precision of the data set, it is a challenge to find a theo-
retically well-motivated functional form that is sophisticated enough to describe the whole
data set. We therefore rely on several EFTs to parameterize the dependence of our data
on each of the independent variables just described: Symanzik e↵ective field theory for lat-
tice spacing dependence [37], chiral perturbation theory for light- and strange-quark mass
dependence, and heavy-quark e↵ective theory for the heavy-quark mass dependence. These
EFTs are linked together within heavy-meson rooted all-staggered chiral perturbation the-
ory (HMrAS�PT) [64]. Here we use the one-loop HMrAS�PT expression to describe the
nonanalytic behavior of the interaction between pion (and other pseudo-Goldstone bosons)
and the heavy-light meson, and supplement it with higher-order analytic functions in the
light- and heavy-quark masses and lattice spacing to enable a good correlated fit.

Even with these additional terms, however, the extrapolation a ! 0 and the interpolation
mh ! mb oblige us to restrict the range of amh. In practice, we are able to obtain a good
correlated fit of our data with heavy-quark masses amh  0.9. Note, however, that our final
fit function describes even the data with amh > 0.9 quite well.

20

MILC nf = 2+1+1
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• typical momentum scale of quarks gluons inside hadrons: ~𝛬QCD

• make a small to separate the scales: 𝛬QCD ≪ 1/a 
  

• Symanzik EFT:                                                      , n ≥ 2 
  

 provides functional form for extrapolation (depends on the details of the lattice action) 
 can be used to build improved lattice actions  
 can be used to anticipate the size of discretization effects 

 

discretization effects — continuum extrapolation

L 

a 

x Lattice QCD Introduction

hOi
lat = hOi

cont +O(a⇤)n

a (fm) 

L 
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...of lattice spacing, chiral, heavy quark, and finite volume effects is based on Effective Field 
Theory (EFT) descriptions of QCD  ➙ ab initio 

  

•  finite a: Symanzik EFT 
• light quark masses: Chiral Perturbation Theory 
• heavy quarks: HQET 
• finite L: finite volume EFT

systematic error analysis

L 

a 

x Lattice QCD Introduction

FIG. 6. Distribution of four-flavor QCD gauge-field ensembles used in this work. Ensembles that
are new with respect our previous analysis [23] are indicated with black outlines. Ensembles with
unphysical strange-quark masses are shown as gold disks with orange outlines. The area of each
disk is proportional to the statistical sample size Nconf ⇥ Nsrc. The physical, continuum limit is
located at (a = 0, M⇡ ⇡ 135 MeV).

charm and bottom quarks with controlled discretization errors. Figure 7 shows the range
of valence heavy-quark masses used in our analysis. On the coarsest a ⇡ 0.15 and 0.12 fm
ensembles, we have only two values mh = 0.9m0

c
and m

0
c
; on our finest a ⇡ 0.042 and 0.03 fm

ensembles, however, we have several heavy-quark masses between 0.9m0
c

 mh  5m0
c
,

reaching just above the physical b-quark mass. Second, as discussed in Sec. III, we have
large statistical sample sizes, with about 4,000 samples on most ensembles and large lattice
volumes; the resulting errors on the decay constants range from 0.04% to 1.4%.

Because of the breadth and precision of the data set, it is a challenge to find a theo-
retically well-motivated functional form that is sophisticated enough to describe the whole
data set. We therefore rely on several EFTs to parameterize the dependence of our data
on each of the independent variables just described: Symanzik e↵ective field theory for lat-
tice spacing dependence [37], chiral perturbation theory for light- and strange-quark mass
dependence, and heavy-quark e↵ective theory for the heavy-quark mass dependence. These
EFTs are linked together within heavy-meson rooted all-staggered chiral perturbation the-
ory (HMrAS�PT) [64]. Here we use the one-loop HMrAS�PT expression to describe the
nonanalytic behavior of the interaction between pion (and other pseudo-Goldstone bosons)
and the heavy-light meson, and supplement it with higher-order analytic functions in the
light- and heavy-quark masses and lattice spacing to enable a good correlated fit.

Even with these additional terms, however, the extrapolation a ! 0 and the interpolation
mh ! mb oblige us to restrict the range of amh. In practice, we are able to obtain a good
correlated fit of our data with heavy-quark masses amh  0.9. Note, however, that our final
fit function describes even the data with amh > 0.9 quite well.

20

MILC nf = 2+1+1

In practice:  
stability and control over systematic errors depends 
on the lattice action(s) employed, underlying 
simulation parameters, available computational 
resources, analysis choices, … 
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The State of the Art

Lattice QCD calculations of simple quantities (with at most one stable meson in initial/final state) that 
quantitatively account for all systematic  effects (discretization, finite volume, renormalization,…)  
in some cases with  

• sub percent precision.   
• total errors that are commensurate (or smaller) than corresponding experimental uncertainties. 

  

Progress due to a virtuous cycle of theoretical developments, improved algorithms/methods and 
increases in computational resources (``Moore’s law”) 
  

Scope of LQCD calculations is increasing due to continual development of new methods:  
• nucleon matrix elements    

• nonleptonic kaon decays ( , ,…) 

• resonances, scattering ( ,…) 

• long-distance effects ( , …)

K → ππ ϵ′ 

ππ → ρ
ΔMK

• QED corrections  
• radiative decay rates 
• structure: PDFs, GPDs, TMDs, … 

• inclusive decay rates ( ,…) 
• …

B → Xcℓν

L 

a 

x Lattice QCD Introduction
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https://www.usqcd.org/documents/13flavor.pdf  and [J. Butler et al, arXiv:1311.1076]

Report of the Lattice QCD Task Force 33

Quantity CKM Present 2007 forecast Present 2018

element expt. error lattice error lattice error lattice error

fK/f⇡ |Vus| 0.2% 0.5% 0.4% 0.15%

f
K⇡

+ (0) |Vus| 0.2% – 0.4% 0.2%

fD |Vcd| 4.3% 5% 2% < 1%

fDs |Vcs| 2.1% 5% 2% < 1%

D ! ⇡`⌫ |Vcd| 2.6% – 4.4% 2%

D ! K`⌫ |Vcs| 1.1% – 2.5% 1%

B ! D
⇤
`⌫ |Vcb| 1.3% – 1.8% < 1%

B ! ⇡`⌫ |Vub| 4.1% – 8.7% 2%

fB |Vub| 9% – 2.5% < 1%

⇠ |Vts/Vtd| 0.4% 2–4% 4% < 1%

�ms |VtsVtb|2 0.24% 7–12% 11% 5%

BK Im(V 2
td
) 0.5% 3.5–6% 1.3% < 1%

Table 6. History, status and future of selected lattice-QCD calculations needed for the determination

of CKM matrix elements. 2007 forecasts are from Ref. [112]. Most present lattice results are taken from

latticeaverages.org [113]. The quantity ⇠ is fBs

p
BBs/(fB

p
BB).

written [112]), only fK/f⇡ was fully controlled. A sample of present errors is collected in Table 6. For K

mesons, errors are at or below the percent level, while for D and B mesons errors range from few to ⇠10%.

The lattice community is embarking on a three-pronged program of future calculations: (i) steady but
significant improvements in “standard” matrix elements of the type just described, leading to much improved
results for CKM parameters (e.g., Vcb); (ii) results for many additional matrix elements relevant for searches
for new physics and (iii) the extension of lattice methods to more challenging matrix elements which can
both make use of old results and provide important information for upcoming experiments.

Reducing errors in the standard matrix elements has been a major focus of the lattice community over the last
five years, and the improved results illustrated in Table 6 now play an important role in the determination
of the CKM parameters in the “unitarity triangle fit.” Lattice-QCD calculations involve various sources
of systematic error (the need for extrapolations to zero lattice spacing, infinite volume and the physical
light-quark masses, as well as fitting and operator normalization) and thus it is important to cross-check
results using multiple discretizations of the continuum QCD action. (It is also important to check that
results for the hadron spectrum agree with experiment. Examples of these checks are shown in the 2013
whitepaper [111].) This has been done for almost all the quantities noted above. This situation has spawned
two lattice averaging e↵orts, latticeaverages.org [113] and FLAG-1 [114], which have recently joined
forces and expanded to form a worldwide Flavor Lattice Averaging Group (FLAG-2), with first publication
expected in mid-2013.

The ultimate aim of lattice-QCD calculations is to reduce errors in hadronic quantities to the level at which
they become subdominant either to experimental errors or other sources of error. As can be seen from
Table 6, several kaon matrix elements are approaching this level, while lattice errors remain dominant in
most quantities involving heavy quarks. Thus the most straightforward contribution of lattice QCD to the
future intensity frontier program will be the reduction in errors for such quantities. Forecasts for the expected
reductions by 2018 are shown in the table. These are based on a Moore’s law increase in computing power,

Community Planning Study: Snowmass 2013

2021 FLAG 
Average

0.18 %
0.18 %
0.3  %
0.2  %
4.4  %
0.6  %
~1.5 %   [from 2105.14019, 2304.03137]
~3 %
0.7  %   (0.6 % for )fBs

1.3  %
4.5  %
1.3 %

QED threshold: 
QED corrections important/
dominant source of theory 
error in SM predictions 

0.7 % [from 2212.12648]

2013 2013 forecast

0.16%

s̄

u

W
µ+

⌫µ
K+

L 

a 

x Lattice QCD Introduction

https://www.usqcd.org/documents/13flavor.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1311.1076
https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.14019
https://arxiv.org/abs/2304.03137
https://arxiv.org/abs/2212.12648
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Lattice HVP: Introduction

32

⇧̂(q2) = ⇧(q2)�⇧(0)

Leading order HVP correction: aHVP,LO
µ =

⇣↵
⇡

⌘2
Z

dq2!(q2) ⇧̂(q2)

• Calculate   in Lattice QCD 

  Compute correlation function:  

  and  
 
Obtain  from an integral over Euclidean time:  
  

aHVP,LO
μ

aHVP,LO
μ

C(t) =
1

3

X

i,x

hji(x, t)ji(0, 0)i

aHVP,LO
µ =

⇣↵
⇡

⌘2
Z 1

0
dt w̃(t)C(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="bwdIsym4glyVPgnTM0fRxWwPX2s=">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</latexit>

[B. Lautrup, A. Peterman, E. de Rafael, Phys. Rep 1972; 
E. de Rafael, Phys. Let. B 1994; T. Blum, PRL 2002]

⇧̂(Q2) = 4⇡2

Z 1

0
dtC(t)


t2 � 4

Q2
sin2

✓
Qt

2

◆�

<latexit sha1_base64="NYkSLOPZzplvi0apX7Zls9+V8e0=">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</latexit>

[D. Bernecker and H. Meyer, arXiv:1107.4388, 
EPJA 2011] 
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Calculate  in Lattice QCD:  

• Separate into connected for each quark flavor + disconnected contributions 
 (gluon and sea-quark background not shown in diagrams) 
 Note: almost always     
 
 
 
 
    
 
   

• need to add QED and strong isospin breaking  
(  ) corrections: 

aHVP
μ

mu = md

∼ mu − md

Lattice HVP: Introduction
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+ …

X

f
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f f’

f= ud, s, c, b

aHLO
µ ⌘ aHVP,LO

µ =
X

f

aHVP,LO
µ,f + aHVP,LO

µ,disc
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Introduction

Isospin Breaking Corrections

I lattice calculations usually done in the isospin symmetric limit

I two sources of isospin breaking e�ects

I di�erent masses for up- and down quark (of O((md ≠ mu)/�QCD))

I Quarks have electrical charge (of O(–))

I lattice calculation aiming at 1% precision requires to include isospin breaking

I separation of strong IB and QED e�ects requires renormalization scheme

I definition of “physical point” in a “QCD only world” also scheme dependent

I IB contribution included in final lattice result from the WP [arXiv:2006.04822]

aµ �aµ
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light-quark connected contribution: 

 ~90% of total 
s,c,b-quark contributions  

 ~8%, 2%, 0.05% of total 
  

disconnected contribution:  
  ~2% of total 

  

Isospinbreaking (QED + mu ≠ md ) corrections:  
 ~1% of total

aHVP,LO
μ (ud)

aHVP,LO
μ (s, c, b)

aHVP,LO
μ,disc

δaHVP,LO
μ

{

aHVP,LO
μ = aHVP,LO

μ (ud) + aHVP,LO
μ (s) + aHVP,LO

μ (c) + aHVP,LO
μ,disc + δaHVP,LO

μ
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• Spectral reconstruction (RBC/UKQCD, Mainz):  

✦  obtain low-lying finite-volume spectrum ( ) in dedicated study using additional 
operators that couple to two-pion states 

✦use to reconstruct  

✦ can be used to improve  
bounding method:  
  

 

En, An

G(t > tc)

G(t) → G(t) −
N

∑
n=0

A2
n e−Ent

Exclusive Channel Study of the Muon HVP Aaron S. Meyer

Figure 3: Left: Integrand of a
HV P

µ plotted as a function of t/a. The local vector current correlation
function by itself is plotted as black crosses, and the N-state reconstruction obtained from the
GEVP are shown in colors. As more states are added to the correlation function reconstruction,
the resulting curve shape matches the local vector current down to shorter distance. Right: Ratio
of the N-state reconstructions normalized by the local vector current correlation function. The
uncertainty on the local vector current correlation function is denoted by the gray band. As more
states are added, the ratio of reconstruction over local vector current approaches 1, and the 4-state
reconstruction gives a reconstruction consistent with the local vector current to within 1s after
about t/a = 10.

way to estimate the systematic effects of the reconstruction on the large-time correlation function.
The reconstruction of the low-energy spectrum and overlaps of the local vector current correla-
tion function is also used to improve the bounding method, garnering an additional factor gain in
the precision. With these techniques applied, the precision on the HVP contribution to the muon
anomalous magnetic moment is improved by about a factor of 6, from a

HV P

µ = 646(38)⇥10�10 to
a

HV P

µ = 625.0(5.4)⇥ 10�10 on one ensemble. We have also computed the contribution from the
lowest 4p states in the vector current correlator and found these contributions to be negligible.

The techniques used here were formerly applied in Ref. [6] to the HVP on two different lattice
volumes and found to be precise enough to explicitly resolve the finite volume contributions at
physical Mp . We are currently working on computing the HVP contribution on another ensemble
closer to the continuum limit. This ensemble, combined with the strategies demonstrated in these
proceedings, can be used to greatly improve the precision on the HVP contribution from 14⇥10�10

down to 5⇥ 10�10, with an additional improvement after the full set of systematic improvements
are included. With these improvements in estimates of the uncertainty, it is foreseeable that the
precision on the HVP from theory will be able to match the experiment by the time the Fermilab
g�2 experiment reaches its final precision.
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Long-distance tail 

34

• Use noise reduction methods (AMA, LMA,…): 
    Aubin et al, RBC/UKQCD, BMWc, Mainz, …

G(t) =
1

3

X

i,x

hji(x, t) ji(0, 0)i
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Low Mode Average: RBC/UKQCD-18, Aubin, et al.-19, BMW-20
(C(t) averaged over all EM current source-sink pairs) 

Correlator reconstruction: Mainz, RBC/UKQCD
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Fig. 41. The integrand of Eq. (3.22) for the evaluation of the light-quark contribution to aHVP, LO
µ in the time-momentum representation on Nf = 2+1

lattice ensembles with pion masses of M⇡ = 280MeV (left panel) and M⇡ = 200MeV (right panel). Also shown are the results from reconstructing
the correlator using nmax = 1, . . . , 4 states in Eq. (3.25) and the reconstruction of the long-time tail using a single-exponential extension. Left panel
from Ref. [382], right panel adapted from Ref. [383].

The basic form of the extension of the correlator is given by the spectral representation in a finite volume,

C(x0) =

1X

n=1

Ane�Enx0 , (3.25)

where En is the energy of an energy eigenstate |ni belonging to the representation T1 of the cubic group, and An is
the associated matrix element of the electromagnetic current. Ideally, the low-lying finite-volume spectrum is known
explicitly from a dedicated spectroscopic study, permitting the use of a truncated spectral sum for C(x0) beyond xcut0 [378].
Alternatively, the large-time behavior of the correlator can be modeled in various ways. The simplest model is a single-
exponential extension, i.e., taking only one term in the series of Eq. (3.25) and fixing E1 and A1 from a fit to data at
shorter time separations (using a smeared version of the vector correlator, where available, to extract E1 with better
precision) [369,377]. This model (which is essentially vector-meson dominance) is of course overly simplistic, and while
it tends to describe the data well at heavy pion masses, it becomes a poor description of the very-long-time tail at light
pion mass, where the two-pion channel opens (cf. Fig. 41). A more sophisticated approach in the absence of detailed
spectroscopic information is to model the finite-volume spectrum via the Lüscher formalism [379,380] applied to the
Gounaris–Sakurai parameterization [189] of the timelike pion form factor with parameters �⇢ , M⇢ fixed via a fit to the
lattice data [369,377]. The latter procedure also allows for correcting the leading finite-size effects by calculating the
vector correlator in infinite volume from the timelike pion form factor and calculating aHVP, LOµ from there [377,380,381].
Future studies, however, should perform a dedicated spectroscopic companion study.

A third possibility is to implement rigorous upper and lower bounds on the correlation function [10,11]. These can then
be used to replace the correlation function, at large x0 where noise takes over, by a statistically more precise representation
in terms of these bounds (see below).

We note that the coordinate space representation described in this section is related to the method of time moments
(cf. Section 3.1.3) in that the Taylor expansion of f̃ (x0) in the integrand of Eq. (3.22) yields the sum over time moments
that gives aHVP, LOµ in that method. For a discussion of other related methods see Ref. [384].

3.1.5. Windows in euclidean time
In the aµ integral in Eq. (3.22), it is useful to consider different time regions in order to separate the short- and

long-distance systematic lattice effects (discretization, finite volume, etc.). To this end, the RBC/UKQCD collaboration has
proposed the window method [11], which breaks the time integral into three parts:

aHVP, LOµ = aSDµ + aWµ + aLDµ ,

aSDµ =

⇣ ↵

⇡

⌘2
Z

1

0
dx0 C(x0)ef (x0)[1 � ⇥(x0, t0, �)] ,

aWµ =

⇣ ↵

⇡

⌘2
Z

1

0
dx0 C(x0)ef (x0)[⇥(x0, t0, �) � ⇥(x0, t1, �)] ,

aLDµ =

⇣ ↵

⇡

⌘2
Z

1

0
dx0 C(x0)ef (x0)⇥(x0, t1, �) , (3.26)
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multi-pion operators 
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Overview of published results - contributions to aµ ◊ 1010
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• Some tensions between lattice results for individual contributions. 
• Large cancellations between individual contributions: 

δaIB
μ ≲ 1 %
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Table 8

Summary of results for aHVP, LO
µ ; see also Fig. 44. All lattice results fully take into account the corrections and systematic errors, except for those

marked with ⇤, which are older results that did not include SIB and QED corrections in the quoted values and errors. In some cases, the lattice
results include phenomenological estimates of the SIB/QED corrections instead of direct lattice calculations. Results for which the second column
states Nf = 2 + 1 include charm contributions in the valence sector, but not in the sea. Results with Nf = 2 also omit strange sea-quark effects.
When results are displayed with two errors, the first is the statistical uncertainty and the second the systematic one. With only one quoted error,
the statistical and systematic uncertainties are combined. HISQ = highly improved staggered quarks, Stout4S = 4 steps stout-smeared staggered
quarks, tmQCD = twisted mass QCD, DWF = domain wall fermions, Clover = O(a) improved Wilson quarks, StoutW = stout-smeared O(a) improved
Wilson quarks. Simulations with staggered quarks employ ‘‘rooted’’ determinants, to remove the extra doublers from the sea. TMR = time-momentum
representation, VMD = vector-meson dominance.
Collaboration Nf aHVP, LO

µ ⇥ 1010 Fermion ⇧̂ (Q 2)

ETM-18/19 [17,377] 2+1+1 692.1 (16.3) tmQCD TMR
FHM-19 [14] 2+1+1 699 (15) HISQ Padé w. Moments/TMR
BMW-17 [10] 2+1+1 711.1 (7.5)(17.5) Stout4S TMR
HPQCD-16 [376] 2+1+1 667 (6)(12) HISQ Padé w. Moments
ETM-13 [411] 2+1+1 674 (21)(18)⇤ tmQCD VMD
Mainz/CLS-19 [15] 2+1 720.0 (12.4)(9.9) Clover TMR
PACS-19 [13] 2+1 737 (9)(+13

�18) StoutW TMR/Padé
RBC/UKQCD-18 [11] 2+1 717.4 (16.3)(9.2) DWF TMR

Mainz-17 [369] 2 654 (32)(+21
�23)

⇤ Clover TMR

KNT-19 [7] pheno. 692.8 (2.4) � dispersion
DHMZ-19 [6] pheno. 694.0 (4.0) � dispersion
BDJ-19 [238] pheno. 687.1 (3.0) � dispersion
FJ-17 [27] pheno. 688.1 (4.1) � dispersion
RBC/UKQCD-18 [11] lat.+pheno. 692.5 (1.4)(2.3) DWF TMR + disp.

Fig. 44. Compilation of recent results for aHVP, LO
µ in units of 10�10. The filled dark blue circles are lattice results that are included in the ‘‘lattice

world average’’. The average, which is obtained from a conservative averaging procedure in Section 3.5.1, is indicated by a light blue band, while the
light-green band indicates the ‘‘no new physics’’ scenario, where aHVP, LO

µ results are large enough to bring the SM prediction of aµ into agreement
with experiment. The unfilled dark blue circles are lattice results that are older or superseded by more recent calculations. The red squares indicate
results obtained from the data-driven methods reviewed in Section 2. See Table 8 for more information on the results included in the plot.
Source: Adapted from Ref. [443].

3.3.1. Total leading-order HVP contribution
In Fig. 44 and Table 8, we compare the results for aHVP, LOµ reported by the various lattice QCD groups as well as

those obtained from the data-driven methods described in Section 2. Note that lattice results based on gauge ensembles
with Nf = 2 sea quarks are not included in our averages. The results from the BMW collaboration (BMW-17 [10]), the
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vanishes within errors for larger values of x0. At small times the disconnected contribution

is only about 0.005% of the connected one, and hence we conclude that the vector correlator

G(x0) is completely dominated by the connected part in the region x0 ! 0.5 fm.

The fact that the disconnected contribution is small where it can be resolved does

not, however, imply that it is negligible. Using our data we can derive an upper bound

on the error which arises if one were to neglect the disconnected contribution altogether.

To this end it is useful to recall the isospin decomposition of the electromagnetic current

shown in eq. (2.13), which gives rise to the iso-vector (I = 1) correlator Gρρ and its

iso-scalar counterpart GI=0 (see eq. (2.15)). The iso-vector correlator Gρρ(x0) contains

only quark-connected diagrams; it is related to the connected light quark contribution

Gud(x0) via

Gρρ(x0) =
9

10
Gud(x0). (D.7)

By contrast, the iso-scalar correlator GI=0 contains both connected and disconnected con-

tributions, i.e.

G(x0)
I=0 =

1

10
Gud(x0) +Gs(x0)−Gdisc(x0). (D.8)

With the help of eqs. (D.3) and (D.7) one derives the expression

− Gdisc(x0)

Gρρ(x0)
=

G(x0)−Gρρ(x0)

Gρρ(x0)
− 1

9

(
1 + 9

Gs(x0)

Gρρ(x0)

)
. (D.9)

It is now important to realize that the iso-scalar spectral function vanishes below the

three-pion threshold, which implies that GI=0(x0) = O(e−3mπx0) for x0 → ∞. According

to eq. (D.8) this implies

Gdisc(x0) =

(
1

10
Gud(x0) +Gs(x0)

)
· (1 + O(e−mπx0)), (D.10)

G(x0) = Gρρ(x0) · (1 + O(e−mπx0)) (D.11)

in the deep infrared. With these considerations one determines the asymptotic behaviour

of the ratio in eq. (D.9) in the long-distance regime as

− Gdisc(x0)

Gρρ(x0)
x0→∞−→ −1

9
, (D.12)

where we have also taken into account that Gs(x0) drops off faster than Gρρ(x0) due to

the heavier mass of the strange quark. We expect the asymptotic value to be approached

from above, because [G(x0)−Gρρ(x0)] ∼ 1
18e

−mωx0 is likely larger than Gs(x0) ∼ 1
9e

−mφx0

for x0 " 1 fm.

In figure 7 we plot the ratio of eq. (D.9) versus the Euclidean distance. One can see

that the ratio is practically zero up to x0/a ≈ 26 on E5 and x0/a ≈ 22 at the smaller

pion mass of ensemble F6. Thus, there is no visible trend for distances x0 ! 1.7 fm that

the ratio approaches its asymptotic value of −1/9. In order to derive a conservative upper

bound on the quark-disconnected contribution we assume that the ratio of eq. (D.9) drops
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f̄
<latexit sha1_base64="Rzh0BmOIgPv64GCOi39iMLuQsnI=">AAAB7nicbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInsquCHosevFYwX5Au5TZNNuGZpMlyQpl6Y/w4kERr/4eb/4b03YP2vpC4OGdGTLzRqngxvr+t7e2vrG5tV3aKe/u7R8cVo6OW0ZlmrImVULpToSGCS5Z03IrWCfVDJNIsHY0vpvV209MG67ko52kLExwKHnMKVpntXsR6jye9itVv+bPRVYhKKAKhRr9yldvoGiWMGmpQGO6gZ/aMEdtORVsWu5lhqVIxzhkXYcSE2bCfL7ulJw7Z0Bipd2Tlszd3xM5JsZMksh1JmhHZrk2M/+rdTMb34Q5l2lmmaSLj+JMEKvI7HYy4JpRKyYOkGrudiV0hBqpdQmVXQjB8smr0LqsBY4frqr12yKOEpzCGVxAANdQh3toQBMojOEZXuHNS70X7937WLSuecXMCfyR9/kDiKCPrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rzh0BmOIgPv64GCOi39iMLuQsnI=">AAAB7nicbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInsquCHosevFYwX5Au5TZNNuGZpMlyQpl6Y/w4kERr/4eb/4b03YP2vpC4OGdGTLzRqngxvr+t7e2vrG5tV3aKe/u7R8cVo6OW0ZlmrImVULpToSGCS5Z03IrWCfVDJNIsHY0vpvV209MG67ko52kLExwKHnMKVpntXsR6jye9itVv+bPRVYhKKAKhRr9yldvoGiWMGmpQGO6gZ/aMEdtORVsWu5lhqVIxzhkXYcSE2bCfL7ulJw7Z0Bipd2Tlszd3xM5JsZMksh1JmhHZrk2M/+rdTMb34Q5l2lmmaSLj+JMEKvI7HYy4JpRKyYOkGrudiV0hBqpdQmVXQjB8smr0LqsBY4frqr12yKOEpzCGVxAANdQh3toQBMojOEZXuHNS70X7937WLSuecXMCfyR9/kDiKCPrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rzh0BmOIgPv64GCOi39iMLuQsnI=">AAAB7nicbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInsquCHosevFYwX5Au5TZNNuGZpMlyQpl6Y/w4kERr/4eb/4b03YP2vpC4OGdGTLzRqngxvr+t7e2vrG5tV3aKe/u7R8cVo6OW0ZlmrImVULpToSGCS5Z03IrWCfVDJNIsHY0vpvV209MG67ko52kLExwKHnMKVpntXsR6jye9itVv+bPRVYhKKAKhRr9yldvoGiWMGmpQGO6gZ/aMEdtORVsWu5lhqVIxzhkXYcSE2bCfL7ulJw7Z0Bipd2Tlszd3xM5JsZMksh1JmhHZrk2M/+rdTMb34Q5l2lmmaSLj+JMEKvI7HYy4JpRKyYOkGrudiV0hBqpdQmVXQjB8smr0LqsBY4frqr12yKOEpzCGVxAANdQh3toQBMojOEZXuHNS70X7937WLSuecXMCfyR9/kDiKCPrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rzh0BmOIgPv64GCOi39iMLuQsnI=">AAAB7nicbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInsquCHosevFYwX5Au5TZNNuGZpMlyQpl6Y/w4kERr/4eb/4b03YP2vpC4OGdGTLzRqngxvr+t7e2vrG5tV3aKe/u7R8cVo6OW0ZlmrImVULpToSGCS5Z03IrWCfVDJNIsHY0vpvV209MG67ko52kLExwKHnMKVpntXsR6jye9itVv+bPRVYhKKAKhRr9yldvoGiWMGmpQGO6gZ/aMEdtORVsWu5lhqVIxzhkXYcSE2bCfL7ulJw7Z0Bipd2Tlszd3xM5JsZMksh1JmhHZrk2M/+rdTMb34Q5l2lmmaSLj+JMEKvI7HYy4JpRKyYOkGrudiV0hBqpdQmVXQjB8smr0LqsBY4frqr12yKOEpzCGVxAANdQh3toQBMojOEZXuHNS70X7937WLSuecXMCfyR9/kDiKCPrw==</latexit>

• Charm, strange 
contributions already well 
determined. 

• Mild tensions for light 
contribution

Consistent results with 
increasing precision

Ongoing efforts by 
FNAL-HPQCD-MILC 
RBC/UKQCD, Mainz

H. Wittig @ Lattice HVP workshop
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In 2020 WP:  
Lattice HVP average at total uncertainty: 

   
BMW 20 (published in 2021)  
first LQCD calculation with sub-percent ( ) error 
in tension with data-driven HVP ( ) 
Further tensions for intermediate window 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-  tension with data-driven evaluation  
-  tension with RBC/UKQCD18

2.6 %
aHVP,LO

μ = 711.6 (18.4) × 1010

0.8 %
2.1σ

3.7σ
2.2σ

HVP: lattice
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Use windows in Euclidean time to consider the different time regions 
separately. [T. Blum et al, arXiv:1801.07224, 2018 PRL] 
 
Short Distance (SD)       
Intermediate (W)           
Long Distance (LD)        
 
 
  

disentangle systematics/statistics from long distance/FV and 
discretization effects  
intermediate window: easy to compute in lattice QCD & using 
disperse approach:  
Internal cross check:  compute each window separately (in continuum, 
infinite volume limits,…) and combine:

t : 0 → t0
t : t0 → t1
t : t1 → ∞

aHVP,LO
µ =

⇣↵
⇡

⌘2
Z 1

0
dt w̃(t)C(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="bwdIsym4glyVPgnTM0fRxWwPX2s=">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</latexit>

Hartmut	Wittig

Window	observables

4

Restrict	integra3on	over	Euclidean	3me	to	sub-intervals	
		 		reduce/enhance	sensi3vity	to	systema3c	effects→

<latexit sha1_base64="RZkSrxSX7M0m0SIdaFXvIxBtAEI=">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</latexit>

ahvp,win
µ =

✓↵
⇡

◆2 Z 1

0
dt K̃(t) G(t) W(t; t0, t1)

Short	distance:
<latexit sha1_base64="xgdpZMpcp8rV9Ka6WJ9p5hBGgKA=">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</latexit>

WSD(t; t0) = 1 � ⇥(t, t0,�)

Intermediate	distance:
<latexit sha1_base64="mXPnf6Q0yTt3Zm6UpEf/wXuXM2E=">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</latexit>

W ID(t; t0, t1) = ⇥(t, t0,�) � ⇥(t, t1,�)
<latexit sha1_base64="NVv4bsheoXwrNXVLs/nYU1XFiPg=">AAACPnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWIQqpcyoqCCCYAUXLipYKzi1ZNLbNjTzILkjlqH/4Ne41d/wB9yJWzeCmVpEqwcCJ+fcm9x7vEgKjbb9bI2NT0xOTWdmsrNz8wuLuaXlSx3GikOVhzJUVx7TIEUAVRQo4SpSwHxPQs3rHqd+7RaUFmFwgb0I6j5rB6IlOEMjNXKbtZvEVT49K/cLeOAWseFsHLoXHUBWwOLgXnTLIJFtNHJ5u2QPQL+JM0ryZIhKI/fhNkMe+xAgl0zra8eOsJ4whYJL6GfdWEPEeJe14drQgPmg68lgpz5dN0qTtkJlToB0oP7sSJivdc/3TKXPsKNHvVT818O79EH96/skLfO8UI4Mha39eiKCKEYI+NdMrVhSDGmaJW0KBRxlzxDGlTBrUd5hinE0iWdNXn/S+Usut0rObmn7fCd/dDJMLkNWyRopEIfskSNySiqkSji5Jw/kkTxZT9aL9Wq9fZWOWcOeFfIL1vsnGziuTA==</latexit>

WLD(t; t1) = ⇥(t, t1,�)Long	distance:

• Precision	test	of	different	laKce	calcula3ons	

• Comparison	with	corresponding	 -ra3o	es3mateR

Intermediate	window:
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<latexit sha1_base64="MtZJ/lX0ry9Cg+vSBLSFwvNmMjo=">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</latexit>

⇥(t, t0,�) = 1
2
⇥
1 + tanh(t � t0)/�

⇤
Step	func3on:

“Standard”	window	quan33es:
<latexit sha1_base64="3/X9k7tHfEFhYfCh5/e+1KR+S3s=">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</latexit>

t0 = 0.4 fm, t1 = 1.0 fm, � = 0.15 fm

H. Wittig @ Lattice 2021

t0 = 0.4 fm, t1 = 1.0 fm

Window observable

restrict correlator to window
0.4 � 1.0 fm [RBC/UKQCD’18]

fewer difficulties

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5 window [RBC/UKQCD’18]
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Cont. extrap. systematics:

1 SRHO vs no improvement

2 � = 0 or 3

3 linear, quadratic or cubic

4 skip coarse lattices

aµ = aSDµ + aWµ + aLDµ
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In 2020 WP:  
Lattice HVP average at total uncertainty: 

   
BMW 20 (published April 2021)  
first LQCD calculation with sub-percent ( ) error 
in tension with data-driven HVP ( ) 
Further tensions for intermediate window: 
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aHVP,LO

μ = 711.6 (18.4) × 1010

0.8 %
2.1σ

HVP: lattice
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new results in 2022 for intermediate  window,   from six different 
lattice groups.  
Most recently announced unblinded results by RBC/UKQCD and 
Fermilab/HPQCD/MILC 
lattice-only comparison of light-quark connected contribution to 
intermediate window:

aW
μ

What the hell is going on with HVP?

230 235 240 245

BMW 2020

RBC/UKQCD 2018

Mainz 2022

R-ratio data

RBC/UKQCD 2022

ETMC 2022

ETMC 2021

FNAL/HPQCD/MILC 2022

aHVP, win

µ ⇥ 1010

In this talk: no new answers, but old ones to frequently asked questions, and some

more perspectives

M. Hoferichter (Institute for Theoretical Physics) Dispersive determination of HVP in the muon g � 2 Sep 23, 2022 2

R-ratio data [Colangelo et al, arXiv:2205:12963]

compiled by M. Hoferichter
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arXiv:2301.08274 
RBC/UKQCD 23:  
arXiv:2301.08696 
ETM: arXiv:2206.15084 
Mainz: arXiv:2206.06582 
Aubin et al: arXiv:2204.12256 
QCD: arXiv:2204.01280 

BMW 21: arXiv:2002.12347 
L&M: arXiv:2003.04177 
Aubin et al: arXiv:2204.12256 
RBC/UKQCD 18:  
arXiv:1801.07224
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2301.08274
https://arxiv.org/abs/2301.08696
https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.15084
https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.06582
https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.12256
https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.01280
https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.12347
https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.0417
https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.12256
https://arxiv.org/abs/1801.07224
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In 2020 WP:  
Lattice HVP average at total uncertainty: 

   
BMW 20 (published April 2021)  
first LQCD calculation with sub-percent ( ) error 
in tension with data-driven HVP ( ) 
Further tensions for intermediate window: 

Note: int window ~ 1/3 of  
Still need independent LQCD calculations of all windows 
and sub-leading contributions. 

2.6 %
aHVP,LO

μ = 711.6 (18.4) × 1010

0.8 %
2.1σ

aHVP,LO
μ

HVP: lattice

38

Evaluations of short-distance windows [ETMC, RBC/UKQCD] 
Proposals for computing more windows:   

Use linear combinations of finer windows to locate the tension (if it 
persists) in     [Colangelo et al, arXiv:12963] 

Use larger windows, excluding the long-distance region   to 
maximize the significance of any tension [Davies at at, arXiv:2207.04765] 

For total HVP:  
independent lattice results at sub-percent precision: coming soon! 
Including  states for refined long-distance computation  
(Mainz, RBC/UKQCD, FNAL/MILC) 
include smaller lattice spacings to test continuum extrapolations  (needs 
adequate computational resources) 

s
t ≳ 2 fm

ππ

Ongoing work:

If results are consistent, Lattice HVP (average) with errors 
feasible by 2025

∼ 0.5 %

What the hell is going on with HVP?

230 235 240 245

BMW 2020

RBC/UKQCD 2018

Mainz 2022

R-ratio data

RBC/UKQCD 2022

ETMC 2022

ETMC 2021

FNAL/HPQCD/MILC 2022

aHVP, win

µ ⇥ 1010

In this talk: no new answers, but old ones to frequently asked questions, and some

more perspectives

M. Hoferichter (Institute for Theoretical Physics) Dispersive determination of HVP in the muon g � 2 Sep 23, 2022 2

R-ratio data [Colangelo et al, arXiv:2205:12963]

L 

a 

x 

compiled by M. Hoferichter
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Lattice QCD+QED:

RBC/UKQCD 
[T. Blum et al, arXiv:1610.04603, 2016 PRL; arXiv:1911.08123, 2020 PRL] 
QCD + QEDL  (finite volume)   
 
DWF ensembles at/near phys mass,  
a ≈ 0.08 − 0.2 fm, L ∼ 4.5 − 9.3 fm

xsrc xsnky′,σ′ z′,κ′ x′, ρ′

xop, ν

z,κ
y,σ x, ρ

xsrc xsnkz′,κ′ y′,σ′ x′, ρ′

xop, ν

z,κ y,σ x, ρ

Hadronic Light-by-light

39

Two independent and complete direct calculations of aHLbL
μ

Cross checks between RBC/UKQCD & Mainz approaches in White Paper at unphysical pion mass 
Both groups are continuing to improve their calculations, adding more statistics, lattice spacings, physical mass ensemble (Mainz) 
update from RBC/UKQCD [T. Blum @ Higgscentre workshop] preliminary results from QCD + QED (inf.)

Mainz group  
[E. Chao et al, arXiv:2104.02632] 

QCD + QED (infinite volume & continuum) 
 
CLS (2+1 Wilson-clover) ensembles 
 , mπ ∼ 200 − 430 MeV a ≈ 0.05 − 0.1 fm, mπL > 4

Theory background
I O(4)-symmetry restoration of the QED kernel allows to write

ahlbl
µ = lim

|y |maxæŒ
ahlbl

µ (|y |max) , ahlbl
µ (|y |) =

⁄ |y |max

0
d |y |f (|y |) .

∆ compute the integrand f (|y |) for each |y | and get the |y |-integral using
trapezoidal rule.

I Terminology:
I Leading topologies: fully-connected, (2+2)
I Subleading topologies: (3+1), (2+1+1), (1+1+1+1)

Motivated by light pseudoscalar (PS) meson contributions and large-Nc
arguments.

I Translational invariance + change of variables ∆ compute ahlbl
µ for each

topology from only a subset of “easy" diagrams. [E.-H. Chao et al, EPJC ’20]

I Focus of this talk: the leading topologies with purely light quarks and the
(3+1) with a light quark “triangle".

0x

y

z

0y

z

x
0y

z

x
0y

z

x 0 y

z

x

En-Hung Chao (JGU Mainz) ahlbl
µ from LQCD: a complete calculation 3 / 9

Lattice HLbL results with  total uncertainty feasible by ~202510 %

L 

a 

x 

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1911.08123
https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.02632
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aHVP
μ⬄σ(e+e− → hadrons) ⬄ Δαhad(M2

Z)

Connections

40

Hadronic running of α and global EW fit

e+e− KNT, DHMZ EW fit HEPFit EW fit GFitter guess based on BMWc

∆α
(5)
had(M

2
Z )× 104 276.1(1.1) 270.2(3.0) 271.6(3.9) 277.8(1.3)

difference to e+e− −1.8σ −1.1σ +1.0σ

Time-like formulation:

∆α
(5)
had(M

2
Z ) =

αM2
Z

3π
P

∞
∫

sthr

ds
Rhad(s)

s(M2
Z − s)

Space-like formulation:

∆α
(5)
had(M

2
Z ) =

α

π
Π̂(−M2

Z )+
α

π

(

Π̂(M2
Z )−Π̂(−M2

Z )
)

Global EW fit

Difference between HEPFit and GFitter

implementation mainly treatment of MW

Pull goes into opposite direction

0
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40
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∆
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0
4

KNT18+rhad
lattice incl. bottom
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[∆
α

  
- 

 ∆
α

K
N

T
] 
x 

1
0

4

proj(∞)

proj(1.94 GeV)

BMWc 2020

More in talks by M. Passera, B. Malaescu (phenomenology)

and K. Miura, T. San José (lattice)

M. Hoferichter (Institute for Theoretical Physics) Comparison with e+e− data November 20, 2020 6

Martin Hoferichter @ Lattice HVP workshop
 also depends on the hadronic vacuum 

polarization function, and can be written as an integral 
over , but weighted towards higher 
energies.  
a shift in  also changes : ➠ EW fits  
[Passera, et al, 2008, Crivellin et al 2020, Keshavarsi et al 2020,  
Malaescu & Scott 2020] 

If the shift in  is in the low-energy region 
( ), the impact on  and EW fits is 
small.  
A shift in  from low ( ) energies  
➠  
must satisfy unitarity & analyticity constraints ➠   

can be tested with lattice calculations   
[Colangelo, Hoferichter, Stoffer, arXiv:2010.07943] 

Δαhad(M2
Z)

σ(e+e− → hadrons)

aHVP
μ Δαhad(M2

Z)

aHVP
μ

≲ 1 GeV Δαhad(M2
Z)

aHVP
μ ≲ 2 GeV

σ(e+e− → ππ)
FV

π (s)
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aHVP
μ⬄σ(e+e− → hadrons) ⬄ Δαhad(M2

Z)

Connections

41

Peter Stoffer @ Lattice HVP workshop
Constraints on the two-pion contribution to HVP arXiv:2010.07943 [hep-ph]

Modifying a⇡⇡µ |1GeV

• “low-energy” scenario: local changes in cross section of
⇠ 8% around ⇢

• “high-energy” scenario: impact on pion charge radius and
space-like VFF ) chance for independent lattice-QCD
checks

• requires factor ⇠ 3

improvement over
�QCD result:
hr2⇡i = 0.433(9)(13) fm2

! arXiv:2006.05431 [hep-ph] �0.1

�0.05

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1

|F
V ⇡

(s
)|

2

|F
V ⇡

(s
)|

2 fi
t
�

1

p
s [GeV]

relative difference to fit result

total error
fit error

SND
CMD-2

BaBar
KLOE08
KLOE10
KLOE12

phase shifts changed
ck changed, N � 1 = 4
all parameters changed

3

 also depends on the hadronic vacuum 
polarization function, and can be written as an integral 
over , but weighted towards higher 
energies.  
a shift in  also changes : ➠ EW fits  
[Passera, et al, 2008, Crivellin et al 2020, Keshavarsi et al 2020,  
Malaescu & Scott 2020] 

If the shift in  is in the low-energy region 
( ), the impact on  and EW fits is 
small.  
A shift in  from low ( ) energies  
➠  
must satisfy unitarity & analyticity constraints ➠   

can be tested with lattice calculations   
[Colangelo, Hoferichter, Stoffer, arXiv:2010.07943] 

Δαhad(M2
Z)

σ(e+e− → hadrons)

aHVP
μ Δαhad(M2

Z)

aHVP
μ

≲ 1 GeV Δαhad(M2
Z)

aHVP
μ ≲ 2 GeV

σ(e+e− → ππ)
FV

π (s)
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Summary
consistent results from independent, precise LQCD calculations for light-quark connected contribution 
to intermediate window   (~ 1/3 of )   ➠  tension with data-driven results?   

still need independent LQCD results for long-distance contribution, total HVP: coming soon 
➠ develop method average for lattice HVP results, assess tensions (if any) with data-driven average 

Programs and plans in place to improve by 2025: 

data-driven HVP: if differences are resolved/understood,  
new measurements from BaBar, KLOE, Belle II, …. will shed light on current discrepancies  
(blind analyses are paramount!) 
lattice HVP: if no tensions between independent lattice results,  

dispersive HLbL and lattice HLbL: no puzzles, steady progress,  
IF tensions/differences between data-driven HVP and lattice HVP are resolved, SM prediction will likely 
match precision goal of the Fermilab experiment. 

IF NOT, will need detailed comparisons, explore connections between HVP, , , global EW fits.  

➠ continued coordination by Theory Initiative: workshops, WPs, …

aW
μ aHVP,LO

μ 3 − 4 σ

∼ 0.3 %

∼ 0.5 %
∼ 10 %

σ(e+e−) Δα
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Beyond the SM possibilities
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 is loop-induced, conserves CP & flavor, flips 
chirality.  
  

The difference between Exp-SM is large: 
       
 
 
 
 

Generically expect:  

 
  

 

aμ

Δaμ = 251(59) × 10−11 > aμ(EW)

aNP
μ ∼ aEW

μ ×
M2

W

Λ2
× couplings

There are many more examples. . .

SUSY: MSSM, MRSSM

MSugra. . .many other generic scenarios

Bino-dark matter+some coannihil.+mass splittings

Wino-LSP+specific mass patterns

Here: M2-M1 small:
g-2, LHC, dark matter
explained for tanbeta=20

previous
   case

Two-Higgs doublet model

Type I, II, Y, Type X(lepton-specific), flavour-aligned

Lepto-quarks, vector-like leptons

scenarios with muon-specific couplings to µL and µR

Simple models (one or two new fields)

Mostly excluded

light N.P. (ALPs, Dark Photon, Light Lµ − Lτ ) [Athron,Balazs,Jacob,Kotlarski,DS,Stöckinger-Kim, 2104.03691]

Dominik Stöckinger Briefly some general remarks, then general MSSM 14/26

Can be accommodated by many BSM theories (800+ papers)

D. Stöckinger @ g-2 Days (http://pheno.csic.es/g-2Days21/)
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Beyond the SM possibilities
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 is loop-induced, conserves CP & flavor, flips 
chirality.  
  

The difference between Exp-SM is large: 
       
 
 
 
 

Generically expect:  

 
  

 

aμ

Δaμ = 251(59) × 10−11 > aμ(EW)

aNP
μ ∼ aEW

μ ×
M2

W

Λ2
× couplings

Can be accommodated by many BSM theories (800+ papers)

Can new physics hide in the low-energy  cross section?   
➠ No  [Luzio, et al, arXiv:2112.08312]  

New boson at ~ 1GeV decays into , affects  indirectly    
[L. Darmé et al, arXiv:2112.09139] 

Neutral, long-lived hadrons, heretofore undetected?  [Farrar, arXiv:2206.13460] 

Z’ at < 1 GeV, coupling to 1st gen matter particles [Coyle, Wagner, arXiv:2305.02354]

σ(e+e− → ππ)

μ+μ−, e+e− σ(e+e− → ππ)



Outlook
Experimental program beyond 2025:  

J-PARC: Muon g-2/EDM 
CERN: MUonE 
Fermilab: future muon campus experiments?  
Belle II, BESIII, Novosibirsk,… 
Chiral Belle (?) 

Data-driven/dispersive program beyond 2025: 
development of NNLO MC generators 
for HLbL, improved experimental/lattice inputs together with further development of 
dispersive approach  

MUonE will provide a space-like determination of HVP 
Lattice QCD beyond 2025:  

access to future computational resources (coming  Exascale)  will enable improvements of 
all errors (statistical and systematic) 
concurrent development of better methods and algorithms (gauge-field sampling, noise 
reduction) will accelerate progress  
beyond g-2: a rich program relevant for all areas of HEP  
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Lepton moments summary
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Cs:  from Berkeley group [Parker et al, Science 360, 6385 (2018)]  

Rb:  from Paris group [Morel et al, Nature 588, 61–65(2020)]

α
α

aNP
` ⇠ m2

`

⇤2

(mµ/me)
2 ⇠ 4⇥ 104

Sensitivity to heavy new physics:
aSM` � aExp

`
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Rb

Cs

WP SM Prospects for tau moment measurement: 
Chiral Belle  arXiv:2205.12847 

use polarized  beam 
with  measurement of  at  feasible 
with more statistics measurement at  
possible

e−

40ab−1 aτ 10−5

10−6

Measurement of the Electron Magnetic Moment

X. Fan,1, 2, ⇤ T. G. Myers,2 B. A. D. Sukra,2 and G. Gabrielse2, †

1
Department of Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138, USA

2
Center for Fundamental Physics, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60208, USA

(Dated: September 28, 2022)

The electron magnetic moment in Bohr magnetons, �µ/µB = 1.001 159 652 180 59 (13) [0.13 ppt],
is consistent with a 2008 measurement and is 2.2 times more precise. The most precisely measured
property of an elementary particle agrees with the most precise prediction of the Standard Model
(SM) to 1 part in 1012, the most precise confrontation of all theory and experiment. The SM test
will improve further when discrepant measurements of the fine structure constant ↵ are resolved,
since the prediction is a function of ↵. The magnetic moment measurement and SM theory together
predict ↵�1 = 137.035 999 166 (15) [0.11 ppb]

The quest to find physics beyond the Standard Model
of Particle Physics (BSM) is well motivated because the
SM is incomplete. No CP violation mechanism is large
enough to keep matter and antimatter produced in the
Big Bang [1] from annihilating as the universe cooled [2],
dark matter [3, 4] has not been identified, and dark en-
ergy [5, 6] and inflation [7, 8] have no SM explanation.
Great BSM sensitivity is a↵orded by the most precise pre-
diction of the SM, the electron magnetic moment in Bohr
magnetons, �µ/µB = g/2. SM sectors involved include
the Dirac prediction [9], QED (quantum electrodynamics
[10–17]) with muon and tauon contributions [18], along
with hadronic [19–21] and weak interaction contributions
[22–25]. BSM particles and electron substructure could
make the measurement and prediction di↵er (like quark
substructure shifts the proton moment).

179.5 180 180.5 181 181.5
1210× - 1.001 159 652 000) 

B
µ/µ(-

(Cs)αSM with 
(Rb)αSM with 

g/2 2008
g/2 2022

1− 0.5− 0 0.5 1    ppt

FIG. 1. This Northwestern measurement (red) and our 2008
Harvard measurement (blue) [26]. SM predictions (solid and
open black points for slightly di↵ering C10 [27, 28]) are func-
tions of discrepant ↵ measurements [29, 30]. A ppt is 10�12.

The most precise determination of an elementary par-
ticle property, carried out blind of any prior measurement
or prediction, gives µ/µB 2.2 times more precisely, to 1.3
parts in 1013 (Fig. 1). Measured in a new apparatus, it
is consistent with the value that stood for 14 years [26].
In the most precise confrontation of theory and measure-
ment, the SM prediction agrees to 1 part in 1012. The
measurement precision allows a much better SM test if
discrepant measurements of the fine structure constant
↵ [29, 30] are resolved, given that the SM prediction of
µ/µB is a function of ↵.

The one-electron quantum cyclotron utilized is essen-
tially a single electron suspended in a magnetic field
B = Bẑ and cooled to its lowest quantum states [31].

The magnetic moment operator for a spin-1/2 electron,

µ = �g

2
µB

S

~/2 , (1)

is proportional to its spin S normalized to its spin eigen-
value ~/2. For electron charge �e and mass m, dimen-
sional analysis gives a Bohr magneton, µB = e~/(2m),
as its approximate magnitude. The energy levels are

E = h⌫sms + h⌫c(n+ 1
2 ), (2)

with h = 2⇡~, ms = ±1/2 and n = 0, 1, .... The cyclotron
frequency is ⌫c = eB/(2⇡m), the spin frequency is ⌫s =
(g/2)⌫c, and the anomaly frequency is ⌫a ⌘ ⌫s � ⌫c. The
electron serves as its own magnetometer insofar as

� µ

µB
=

g

2
= 1 +

⌫a
⌫c

(3)

is independent of B, which cancels out in ⌫a/⌫c.
A stable magnetic field is nonetheless critical for ⌫a and

⌫c not measured simultaneously. Field drift reduced by a
factor of 4 to 2⇥10�9/day [32] makes possible round-the-
clock measurements, improved statistical precision, and
a better investigation of uncertainties. The apparatus in
Fig. 2a achieves this by supporting a 50 mK electron trap
on a 4.2 K superconducting, self-shielding solenoid [33],
with a mixing chamber flexibly hanging from the rest of
a dilution refrigerator [34]. (Independently suspending
a trap and a normal rigid fridge makes B drift with lab
pressure and temperature as the electron moves in the
slight gradient of the solenoid field [35].) The He and N2

pressures in the cryostats are also regulated.
An electron in the field Bẑ is trapped by adding an

electrostatic quadrupole potential V / z2 � ⇢2/2, with
⇢ = xx̂ + yŷ [36]. Cylindrical Penning trap electrodes
[37, 38] (Fig. 2b) are shaped so that properly biasing
produces such a potential. A centered electron then oscil-
lates nearly harmonically along ẑ at the axial frequency
⌫̄z ⇡ 114 MHz. For B = 5.3 T, the trap-modified cy-
clotron and anomaly frequencies are ⌫̄c ⇡ 149 GHz and
⌫̄a ⇡ 173 MHz, while ⌫s is unchanged. A circular mag-
netron motion at ⌫̄m = 43 kHz is cooled by axial side-
band cooling [36, 39] and not discussed further. Figure 2c
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[X. Fan et al (Gabrielse group), arXiv:2209.13084]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.12847
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Contribution Section Equation Value ⇥1011 References

Experiment (E821) Eq. (8.13) 116 592 089(63) Ref. [1]

HVP LO (e+e�) Sec. 2.3.7 Eq. (2.33) 6931(40) Refs. [2–7]
HVP NLO (e+e�) Sec. 2.3.8 Eq. (2.34) �98.3(7) Ref. [7]
HVP NNLO (e+e�) Sec. 2.3.8 Eq. (2.35) 12.4(1) Ref. [8]
HVP LO (lattice, udsc) Sec. 3.5.1 Eq. (3.49) 7116(184) Refs. [9–17]
HLbL (phenomenology) Sec. 4.9.4 Eq. (4.92) 92(19) Refs. [18–30]
HLbL NLO (phenomenology) Sec. 4.8 Eq. (4.91) 2(1) Ref. [31]
HLbL (lattice, uds) Sec. 5.7 Eq. (5.49) 79(35) Ref. [32]
HLbL (phenomenology + lattice) Sec. 8 Eq. (8.10) 90(17) Refs. [18–30, 32]

QED Sec. 6.5 Eq. (6.30) 116 584 718.931(104) Refs. [33, 34]
Electroweak Sec. 7.4 Eq. (7.16) 153.6(1.0) Refs. [35, 36]
HVP (e+e�, LO + NLO + NNLO) Sec. 8 Eq. (8.5) 6845(40) Refs. [2–8]
HLbL (phenomenology + lattice + NLO) Sec. 8 Eq. (8.11) 92(18) Refs. [18–32]
Total SM Value Sec. 8 Eq. (8.12) 116 591 810(43) Refs. [2–8, 18–24, 31–36]
Di↵erence: �aµ := aexp

µ � aSM
µ Sec. 8 Eq. (8.14) 279(76)

Table 1: Summary of the contributions to aSM
µ . After the experimental number from E821, the first block gives the main results for the hadronic

contributions from Secs. 2 to 5 as well as the combined result for HLbL scattering from phenomenology and lattice QCD constructed in Sec. 8. The
second block summarizes the quantities entering our recommended SM value, in particular, the total HVP contribution, evaluated from e+e� data,
and the total HLbL number. The construction of the total HVP and HLbL contributions takes into account correlations among the terms at di↵erent
orders, and the final rounding includes subleading digits at intermediate stages. The HVP evaluation is mainly based on the experimental Refs. [37–
89]. In addition, the HLbL evaluation uses experimental input from Refs. [90–109]. The lattice QCD calculation of the HLbL contribution builds on
crucial methodological advances from Refs. [110–116]. Finally, the QED value uses the fine-structure constant obtained from atom-interferometry
measurements of the Cs atom [117].

0. Executive Summary

The current tension between the experimental and the theoretical values of the muon magnetic anomaly, aµ ⌘
(g � 2)µ/2, has generated significant interest in the particle physics community because it might arise from e↵ects
of as yet undiscovered particles contributing through virtual loops. The final result from the Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) experiment E821, published in 2004, has a precision of 0.54 ppm. At that time, the Standard
Model (SM) theoretical value of aµ that employed the conventional e+e� dispersion relation to determine hadronic
vacuum polarization (HVP), had an uncertainty of 0.7 ppm, and aexp

µ di↵ered from aSM
µ by 2.7�. An independent

evaluation of HVP using hadronic ⌧ decays, also at 0.7 ppm precision, led to a 1.4� discrepancy. The situation was
interesting, but by no means convincing. Any enthusiasm for a new-physics interpretation was further tempered when
one considered the variety of hadronic models used to evaluate higher-order hadronic light-by-light (HLbL) diagrams,
the uncertainties of which were di�cult to assess. A comprehensive experimental e↵ort to produce dedicated, precise,
and extensive measurements of e+e� cross sections, coupled with the development of sophisticated data combination
methods, led to improved SM evaluations that determine a di↵erence between aexp

µ and aSM
µ of ⇡ 3–4�, albeit with

concerns over the reliability of the model-dependent HLbL estimates. On the theoretical side, there was a lot of activity
to develop new model-independent approaches, including dispersive methods for HLbL and lattice-QCD methods for
both HVP and HLbL. While not mature enough to inform the SM predictions until very recently, they held promise
for significant improvements to the reliability and precision of the SM estimates.

This more tantalizing discrepancy is not at the discovery threshold. Accordingly, two major initiatives are aimed
at resolving whether new physics is being revealed in the precision evaluation of the muon’s magnetic moment. The
first is to improve the experimental measurement of aexp

µ by a factor of 4. The Fermilab Muon g � 2 collaboration is
actively taking and analyzing data using proven, but modernized, techniques that largely adopt key features of magic-
momenta storage ring e↵orts at CERN and BNL. An alternative and novel approach is being designed for J-PARC. It
will feature an ultra-cold, low-momentum muon beam injected into a compact and highly uniform magnet. The goal
of the second e↵ort is to improve the theoretical SM evaluation to a level commensurate with the experimental goals.
To this end, a group was formed—the Muon g�2 Theory Initiative—to holistically evaluate all aspects of the SM and
to recommend a single value against which new experimental results should be compared. This White Paper (WP) is
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momenta storage ring e↵orts at CERN and BNL. An alternative and novel approach is being designed for J-PARC. It
will feature an ultra-cold, low-momentum muon beam injected into a compact and highly uniform magnet. The goal
of the second e↵ort is to improve the theoretical SM evaluation to a level commensurate with the experimental goals.
To this end, a group was formed—the Muon g�2 Theory Initiative—to holistically evaluate all aspects of the SM and
to recommend a single value against which new experimental results should be compared. This White Paper (WP) is
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➠ aHVP,LO
μ = 693.1 (2.8)exp (2.8)sys (0.7)DV+pQCD × 10−10 = 693.1 (4.0) × 10−10

BDJ19 DHMZ19 FJ17 KNT19
aHVP, LO
µ ⇥ 1010 687.1(3.0) 694.0(4.0) 688.1(4.1) 692.8(2.4)

Table 4: Full evaluations of aHVP, LO
µ from FJ17 [27], DHMZ19 [6], KNT19 [7], and BDJ19 [235]. The uncertainty in DHMZ19 includes an

additional systematic uncertainty to account for the tension between KLOE and BABAR.

DHMZ19 KNT19 Di↵erence

⇡+⇡� 507.85(0.83)(3.23)(0.55) 504.23(1.90) 3.62
⇡+⇡�⇡0 46.21(0.40)(1.10)(0.86) 46.63(94) �0.42
⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡� 13.68(0.03)(0.27)(0.14) 13.99(19) �0.31
⇡+⇡�⇡0⇡0 18.03(0.06)(0.48)(0.26) 18.15(74) �0.12

K+K� 23.08(0.20)(0.33)(0.21) 23.00(22) 0.08
KS KL 12.82(0.06)(0.18)(0.15) 13.04(19) �0.22
⇡0� 4.41(0.06)(0.04)(0.07) 4.58(10) �0.17

Sum of the above 626.08(0.95)(3.48)(1.47) 623.62(2.27) 2.46

[1.8, 3.7] GeV (without cc̄) 33.45(71) 34.45(56) �1.00
J/ ,  (2S ) 7.76(12) 7.84(19) �0.08

[3.7,1) GeV 17.15(31) 16.95(19) 0.20

Total aHVP, LO
µ 694.0(1.0)(3.5)(1.6)(0.1) (0.7)DV+QCD 692.8(2.4) 1.2

Table 5: Selected exclusive-mode contributions to aHVP, LO
µ from DHMZ19 and KNT19, for the energy range  1.8 GeV, in units of 10�10. Where

three (or more) uncertainties are given for DHMZ19, the first is statistical, the second channel-specific systematic, and the third common systematic,
which is correlated with at least one other channel. For the ⇡+⇡� channel, the uncertainty accounting for the tension between BABAR and KLOE
(amounting to 2.76 ⇥ 10�10) is included in the channel-specific systematic.

2.3.5. Comparison of dispersive HVP evaluations
The di↵erent evaluations described in the previous sections all rely on data for e+e� ! hadrons, but di↵er in

the treatment of the data as well as the assumptions made on the functional form of the cross section. In short,
the evaluations from Sec. 2.3.1 (DHMZ19) and Sec. 2.3.2 (KNT19) directly use the bare cross section, the one
from Sec. 2.3.3 (FJ17) assumes in addition a Breit–Wigner form for some of the resonances, and the evaluation
from Sec. 2.3.3 (BDJ19) relies on a hidden-local-symmetry (HLS) model. For certain channels, most notably 2⇡ and
3⇡, constraints from analyticity and unitarity define a global fit function or optimal bounds that can be used in the
dispersion integral to integrate the data, see Sec. 2.3.4 (ACD18 and CHS18 for 2⇡). In this section, we compare the
di↵erent evaluations and comment on possible origins of the most notable di↵erences in the numerical results.

Table 4 shows the results of recent global evaluations. We start with a more detailed comparison of DHMZ19
and KNT19. At first sight, both evaluation appear in very good agreement, but the comparison in the individual
channels, see Table 5, shows significant di↵erences, most notably in the 2⇡ channel, which di↵ers at the level of
the final uncertainty. For the 3⇡ channel, both analyses are now in good agreement, between each other as well as
with a fit using analyticity and unitarity constraints [5], which produces 46.2(8) ⇥ 10�10, see Eq. (2.30). Previous
tensions could be traced back to di↵erent interpolating functions [5, 268, 269]: since the data is relatively scarce
o↵-peak in the ! region (and similarly, to a lesser extent, for the �), while the cross section is still sizable, a linear
interpolation overestimates the integral. Both DHMZ19 and KNT19 analyses include evaluations of the threshold
region of the 2⇡ channel, either using ChPT or dispersive fits, as well as, going back to Ref. [208], estimates for the
threshold regions of ⇡0� and 3⇡ below the lowest data points, based on the chiral anomaly for the normalization and !
dominance for the energy dependence (following Ref. [270] for ⇡0� and Refs. [271, 272] for 3⇡). The corresponding
estimates, 0.12(1) ⇥ 10�10 for ⇡0� and 0.01 ⇥ 10�10 for 3⇡, agree well with recent dispersive analyses, which lead
to 0.13 ⇥ 10�10 [273] and 0.02 ⇥ 10�10 [5], respectively.17 Finally, a di↵erence of about 1.0 ⇥ 10�10 arises from the
energy region [1.8, 3.7] GeV depending on whether data (KNT19) or pQCD (DHMZ19) is used. Summing up these

17Since the 3⇡ threshold contribution is very small, it does not matter for aµ that in this case ! dominance from Refs. [271, 272] noticeably
underestimates the cross section.
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Table 6

Comparison of aHVP, LO
µ [⇡⇡ ] from CHS18 [4], KNT19 [7,271], DHMZ19 with the BABAR/KLOE adjustment [6,272] (the second error gives the additional

systematic uncertainty included for the BABAR/KLOE tension), and the variant without (DHMZ190). All numbers in units of 10�10. For the low-energy
region  0.63GeV the comparison is also shown to ACD18 [243].
Energy range ACD18 CHS18 DHMZ19 DHMZ190 KNT19
 0.6GeV 110.1(9) 110.4(4)(5) 110.3(4) 108.7(9)
 0.7GeV 214.8(1.7) 214.7(0.8)(1.1) 214.8(8) 213.1(1.2)
 0.8GeV 413.2(2.3) 414.4(1.5)(2.3) 414.2(1.5) 412.0(1.7)
 0.9GeV 479.8(2.6) 481.9(1.8)(2.9) 481.4(1.8) 478.5(1.8)
 1.0GeV 495.0(2.6) 497.4(1.8)(3.1) 496.8(1.9) 493.8(1.9)
[0.6, 0.7]GeV 104.7(7) 104.2(5)(5) 104.5(5) 104.4(5)
[0.7, 0.8]GeV 198.3(9) 199.8(0.9)(1.2) 199.3(9) 198.9(7)
[0.8, 0.9]GeV 66.6(4) 67.5(4)(6) 67.2(4) 66.6(3)
[0.9, 1.0]GeV 15.3(1) 15.5(1)(2) 15.5(1) 15.3(1)
 0.63GeV 132.9(8) 132.8(1.1) 132.9(5)(6) 132.9(5) 131.2(1.0)
[0.6, 0.9]GeV 369.6(1.7) 371.5(1.5)(2.3) 371.0(1.6) 369.8(1.3)⇥p

0.1,
p
0.95

⇤
GeV 490.7(2.6) 493.1(1.8)(3.1) 492.5(1.9) 489.5(1.9)

the differences, which in combination with the smaller channels, see Table 5, produces the agreement of the central value
at the level of 1⇥10�10. The difference in the [1.8, 3.7]GeV interval may reflect the level of agreement between data and
pQCD, while for the exclusive channels most differences are well within the uncertainties, apart from the 2⇡ channel.
Since both evaluations for the latter are based on the same data, this channel deserves further attention.

To this end we consider the detailed breakdown in energy intervals as given in Table 6, in comparison to the result of
a global fit function derived from analyticity and unitarity, see Section 2.3.4. In addition, the DHMZ19 number includes
a systematic error defined as half the difference between evaluations performed either without KLOE or without BaBar,
with the central value defined as the mean between the two. Without this adjustment (DHMZ190), the total number for
the 2⇡ channel, 507.0(1.9), becomes a little closer to KNT19.

The first observation is that the dispersive result, CHS18, lies halfway between DHMZ19 and KNT19 when considered
for the full energy range  1GeV (the contribution above 1GeV is small and differences there negligible). Next, the
low-energy region, say below the ⇢ peak, agrees well with DHMZ19, while the KNT19 results lie about 1.5 ⇥ 10�10

lower. Vice versa, above the ⇢ peak the global fit agrees with KNT19, while DHMZ19 lies about 1.5 ⇥ 10�10 higher.
These observations suggest the following interpretation: at low energies data are relatively scarce, so that in the direct
integration of the data the treatment of correlations around the ⇢ peak may well influence the low-energy result. Here,
evaluations imposing analyticity and unitarity constraints [4,6,243] favor the higher value.18 For the energy region above
the ⇢, the data display the well-known tension between BABAR and KLOE, so any combination will effectively reflect
the relative weight assigned to each experiment in the fit. This is also the reason why the difference becomes larger in
DHMZ19 than in DHMZ190, because with the central value chosen as the mean between evaluations without KLOE and
without BABAR, the weight of BABAR in defining the central value slightly increases. Finally, in addition to the covariance
matrices provided by experiment, in the direct integration also the algorithm to combine the data into bins plays a role.

In this regard, the use of correlated uncertainties in the DHMZ and KNT approaches deserves detailed consideration. As
mentioned previously, in the DHMZ data combination, uncertainties are propagated through large samples from pseudo-
experiments produced via Monte Carlo (MC) simulation (see Section 2.3.1). This approach results in correlations being
propagated to the mean values in local regions in an effort to avoid making too-strong assumptions about the given
covariances. In the KNT approach, as described in Section 2.3.2, a correlated fit is implemented, where the available
covariances are used in their entirety to constrain the fit and influence the mean values fully. A comparison of these
methods is given in Fig. 32, which shows the normalized difference of the three KLOE measurements of the ⇡+⇡� cross
section with each combination. For DHMZ, the higher-energy data points do not influence the lower-energy data region
only covered by KLOE10 and the fit mean values in this region are described only by those KLOE10 data. In the KNT case,
the covariances from the energy-independent normalization uncertainties mean that the precision of the higher-energy
KLOE08/KLOE12 data is propagated to the lower-energy region through the window allowed by those correlations. For
the complete ⇡+⇡� combination, the KNT analysis is therefore restricted by the correlations of these three precise and
highly correlated measurements, consequently favoring a lower resulting ⇡+⇡� cross section than in the DHMZ analysis.
Overall, this results in a smaller value for aHVP, LOµ [⇡⇡ ] in KNT than in DHMZ (specifically DHMZ19’). It should be noted
that in Ref. [82], the KNT data combination was compared with the Best Unbiased Linear Estimator (BLUE) approach [277],
where all uncertainties and covariances were propagated via MC pseudo-experiments to the BLUE values. This yielded
results that were consistent with those from KNT. It is known that the BLUE method is equivalent to the minimization of
the uncertainty of the output of a weighted average, cf. Gauss–Markov theorem (see, for example, Ref. [278]). It is also

18 Note that the DHMZ19 number in Table 6 for  0.63GeV corresponds to the combined result of the fit ( 0.6GeV) and data integration
([0.6, 0.63]GeV), while the number in Eq. (2.32) refers to the fit result only. As indicated by the small change and the uncertainty on it [6], good
agreement is observed between the direct integration and the fit-based combination also in the low-energy region.
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µ [⇡⇡ ] from CHS18 [4], KNT19 [7,271], DHMZ19 with the BABAR/KLOE adjustment [6,272] (the second error gives the additional

systematic uncertainty included for the BABAR/KLOE tension), and the variant without (DHMZ190). All numbers in units of 10�10. For the low-energy
region  0.63GeV the comparison is also shown to ACD18 [243].
Energy range ACD18 CHS18 DHMZ19 DHMZ190 KNT19
 0.6GeV 110.1(9) 110.4(4)(5) 110.3(4) 108.7(9)
 0.7GeV 214.8(1.7) 214.7(0.8)(1.1) 214.8(8) 213.1(1.2)
 0.8GeV 413.2(2.3) 414.4(1.5)(2.3) 414.2(1.5) 412.0(1.7)
 0.9GeV 479.8(2.6) 481.9(1.8)(2.9) 481.4(1.8) 478.5(1.8)
 1.0GeV 495.0(2.6) 497.4(1.8)(3.1) 496.8(1.9) 493.8(1.9)
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[0.7, 0.8]GeV 198.3(9) 199.8(0.9)(1.2) 199.3(9) 198.9(7)
[0.8, 0.9]GeV 66.6(4) 67.5(4)(6) 67.2(4) 66.6(3)
[0.9, 1.0]GeV 15.3(1) 15.5(1)(2) 15.5(1) 15.3(1)
 0.63GeV 132.9(8) 132.8(1.1) 132.9(5)(6) 132.9(5) 131.2(1.0)
[0.6, 0.9]GeV 369.6(1.7) 371.5(1.5)(2.3) 371.0(1.6) 369.8(1.3)⇥p

0.1,
p
0.95

⇤
GeV 490.7(2.6) 493.1(1.8)(3.1) 492.5(1.9) 489.5(1.9)

the differences, which in combination with the smaller channels, see Table 5, produces the agreement of the central value
at the level of 1⇥10�10. The difference in the [1.8, 3.7]GeV interval may reflect the level of agreement between data and
pQCD, while for the exclusive channels most differences are well within the uncertainties, apart from the 2⇡ channel.
Since both evaluations for the latter are based on the same data, this channel deserves further attention.

To this end we consider the detailed breakdown in energy intervals as given in Table 6, in comparison to the result of
a global fit function derived from analyticity and unitarity, see Section 2.3.4. In addition, the DHMZ19 number includes
a systematic error defined as half the difference between evaluations performed either without KLOE or without BaBar,
with the central value defined as the mean between the two. Without this adjustment (DHMZ190), the total number for
the 2⇡ channel, 507.0(1.9), becomes a little closer to KNT19.

The first observation is that the dispersive result, CHS18, lies halfway between DHMZ19 and KNT19 when considered
for the full energy range  1GeV (the contribution above 1GeV is small and differences there negligible). Next, the
low-energy region, say below the ⇢ peak, agrees well with DHMZ19, while the KNT19 results lie about 1.5 ⇥ 10�10

lower. Vice versa, above the ⇢ peak the global fit agrees with KNT19, while DHMZ19 lies about 1.5 ⇥ 10�10 higher.
These observations suggest the following interpretation: at low energies data are relatively scarce, so that in the direct
integration of the data the treatment of correlations around the ⇢ peak may well influence the low-energy result. Here,
evaluations imposing analyticity and unitarity constraints [4,6,243] favor the higher value.18 For the energy region above
the ⇢, the data display the well-known tension between BABAR and KLOE, so any combination will effectively reflect
the relative weight assigned to each experiment in the fit. This is also the reason why the difference becomes larger in
DHMZ19 than in DHMZ190, because with the central value chosen as the mean between evaluations without KLOE and
without BABAR, the weight of BABAR in defining the central value slightly increases. Finally, in addition to the covariance
matrices provided by experiment, in the direct integration also the algorithm to combine the data into bins plays a role.

In this regard, the use of correlated uncertainties in the DHMZ and KNT approaches deserves detailed consideration. As
mentioned previously, in the DHMZ data combination, uncertainties are propagated through large samples from pseudo-
experiments produced via Monte Carlo (MC) simulation (see Section 2.3.1). This approach results in correlations being
propagated to the mean values in local regions in an effort to avoid making too-strong assumptions about the given
covariances. In the KNT approach, as described in Section 2.3.2, a correlated fit is implemented, where the available
covariances are used in their entirety to constrain the fit and influence the mean values fully. A comparison of these
methods is given in Fig. 32, which shows the normalized difference of the three KLOE measurements of the ⇡+⇡� cross
section with each combination. For DHMZ, the higher-energy data points do not influence the lower-energy data region
only covered by KLOE10 and the fit mean values in this region are described only by those KLOE10 data. In the KNT case,
the covariances from the energy-independent normalization uncertainties mean that the precision of the higher-energy
KLOE08/KLOE12 data is propagated to the lower-energy region through the window allowed by those correlations. For
the complete ⇡+⇡� combination, the KNT analysis is therefore restricted by the correlations of these three precise and
highly correlated measurements, consequently favoring a lower resulting ⇡+⇡� cross section than in the DHMZ analysis.
Overall, this results in a smaller value for aHVP, LOµ [⇡⇡ ] in KNT than in DHMZ (specifically DHMZ19’). It should be noted
that in Ref. [82], the KNT data combination was compared with the Best Unbiased Linear Estimator (BLUE) approach [277],
where all uncertainties and covariances were propagated via MC pseudo-experiments to the BLUE values. This yielded
results that were consistent with those from KNT. It is known that the BLUE method is equivalent to the minimization of
the uncertainty of the output of a weighted average, cf. Gauss–Markov theorem (see, for example, Ref. [278]). It is also

18 Note that the DHMZ19 number in Table 6 for  0.63GeV corresponds to the combined result of the fit ( 0.6GeV) and data integration
([0.6, 0.63]GeV), while the number in Eq. (2.32) refers to the fit result only. As indicated by the small change and the uncertainty on it [6], good
agreement is observed between the direct integration and the fit-based combination also in the low-energy region.
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the differences, which in combination with the smaller channels, see Table 5, produces the agreement of the central value
at the level of 1⇥10�10. The difference in the [1.8, 3.7]GeV interval may reflect the level of agreement between data and
pQCD, while for the exclusive channels most differences are well within the uncertainties, apart from the 2⇡ channel.
Since both evaluations for the latter are based on the same data, this channel deserves further attention.

To this end we consider the detailed breakdown in energy intervals as given in Table 6, in comparison to the result of
a global fit function derived from analyticity and unitarity, see Section 2.3.4. In addition, the DHMZ19 number includes
a systematic error defined as half the difference between evaluations performed either without KLOE or without BaBar,
with the central value defined as the mean between the two. Without this adjustment (DHMZ190), the total number for
the 2⇡ channel, 507.0(1.9), becomes a little closer to KNT19.

The first observation is that the dispersive result, CHS18, lies halfway between DHMZ19 and KNT19 when considered
for the full energy range  1GeV (the contribution above 1GeV is small and differences there negligible). Next, the
low-energy region, say below the ⇢ peak, agrees well with DHMZ19, while the KNT19 results lie about 1.5 ⇥ 10�10

lower. Vice versa, above the ⇢ peak the global fit agrees with KNT19, while DHMZ19 lies about 1.5 ⇥ 10�10 higher.
These observations suggest the following interpretation: at low energies data are relatively scarce, so that in the direct
integration of the data the treatment of correlations around the ⇢ peak may well influence the low-energy result. Here,
evaluations imposing analyticity and unitarity constraints [4,6,243] favor the higher value.18 For the energy region above
the ⇢, the data display the well-known tension between BABAR and KLOE, so any combination will effectively reflect
the relative weight assigned to each experiment in the fit. This is also the reason why the difference becomes larger in
DHMZ19 than in DHMZ190, because with the central value chosen as the mean between evaluations without KLOE and
without BABAR, the weight of BABAR in defining the central value slightly increases. Finally, in addition to the covariance
matrices provided by experiment, in the direct integration also the algorithm to combine the data into bins plays a role.

In this regard, the use of correlated uncertainties in the DHMZ and KNT approaches deserves detailed consideration. As
mentioned previously, in the DHMZ data combination, uncertainties are propagated through large samples from pseudo-
experiments produced via Monte Carlo (MC) simulation (see Section 2.3.1). This approach results in correlations being
propagated to the mean values in local regions in an effort to avoid making too-strong assumptions about the given
covariances. In the KNT approach, as described in Section 2.3.2, a correlated fit is implemented, where the available
covariances are used in their entirety to constrain the fit and influence the mean values fully. A comparison of these
methods is given in Fig. 32, which shows the normalized difference of the three KLOE measurements of the ⇡+⇡� cross
section with each combination. For DHMZ, the higher-energy data points do not influence the lower-energy data region
only covered by KLOE10 and the fit mean values in this region are described only by those KLOE10 data. In the KNT case,
the covariances from the energy-independent normalization uncertainties mean that the precision of the higher-energy
KLOE08/KLOE12 data is propagated to the lower-energy region through the window allowed by those correlations. For
the complete ⇡+⇡� combination, the KNT analysis is therefore restricted by the correlations of these three precise and
highly correlated measurements, consequently favoring a lower resulting ⇡+⇡� cross section than in the DHMZ analysis.
Overall, this results in a smaller value for aHVP, LOµ [⇡⇡ ] in KNT than in DHMZ (specifically DHMZ19’). It should be noted
that in Ref. [82], the KNT data combination was compared with the Best Unbiased Linear Estimator (BLUE) approach [277],
where all uncertainties and covariances were propagated via MC pseudo-experiments to the BLUE values. This yielded
results that were consistent with those from KNT. It is known that the BLUE method is equivalent to the minimization of
the uncertainty of the output of a weighted average, cf. Gauss–Markov theorem (see, for example, Ref. [278]). It is also

18 Note that the DHMZ19 number in Table 6 for  0.63GeV corresponds to the combined result of the fit ( 0.6GeV) and data integration
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 0.63GeV 132.9(8) 132.8(1.1) 132.9(5)(6) 132.9(5) 131.2(1.0)
[0.6, 0.9]GeV 369.6(1.7) 371.5(1.5)(2.3) 371.0(1.6) 369.8(1.3)⇥p

0.1,
p
0.95

⇤
GeV 490.7(2.6) 493.1(1.8)(3.1) 492.5(1.9) 489.5(1.9)

the differences, which in combination with the smaller channels, see Table 5, produces the agreement of the central value
at the level of 1⇥10�10. The difference in the [1.8, 3.7]GeV interval may reflect the level of agreement between data and
pQCD, while for the exclusive channels most differences are well within the uncertainties, apart from the 2⇡ channel.
Since both evaluations for the latter are based on the same data, this channel deserves further attention.

To this end we consider the detailed breakdown in energy intervals as given in Table 6, in comparison to the result of
a global fit function derived from analyticity and unitarity, see Section 2.3.4. In addition, the DHMZ19 number includes
a systematic error defined as half the difference between evaluations performed either without KLOE or without BaBar,
with the central value defined as the mean between the two. Without this adjustment (DHMZ190), the total number for
the 2⇡ channel, 507.0(1.9), becomes a little closer to KNT19.

The first observation is that the dispersive result, CHS18, lies halfway between DHMZ19 and KNT19 when considered
for the full energy range  1GeV (the contribution above 1GeV is small and differences there negligible). Next, the
low-energy region, say below the ⇢ peak, agrees well with DHMZ19, while the KNT19 results lie about 1.5 ⇥ 10�10

lower. Vice versa, above the ⇢ peak the global fit agrees with KNT19, while DHMZ19 lies about 1.5 ⇥ 10�10 higher.
These observations suggest the following interpretation: at low energies data are relatively scarce, so that in the direct
integration of the data the treatment of correlations around the ⇢ peak may well influence the low-energy result. Here,
evaluations imposing analyticity and unitarity constraints [4,6,243] favor the higher value.18 For the energy region above
the ⇢, the data display the well-known tension between BABAR and KLOE, so any combination will effectively reflect
the relative weight assigned to each experiment in the fit. This is also the reason why the difference becomes larger in
DHMZ19 than in DHMZ190, because with the central value chosen as the mean between evaluations without KLOE and
without BABAR, the weight of BABAR in defining the central value slightly increases. Finally, in addition to the covariance
matrices provided by experiment, in the direct integration also the algorithm to combine the data into bins plays a role.

In this regard, the use of correlated uncertainties in the DHMZ and KNT approaches deserves detailed consideration. As
mentioned previously, in the DHMZ data combination, uncertainties are propagated through large samples from pseudo-
experiments produced via Monte Carlo (MC) simulation (see Section 2.3.1). This approach results in correlations being
propagated to the mean values in local regions in an effort to avoid making too-strong assumptions about the given
covariances. In the KNT approach, as described in Section 2.3.2, a correlated fit is implemented, where the available
covariances are used in their entirety to constrain the fit and influence the mean values fully. A comparison of these
methods is given in Fig. 32, which shows the normalized difference of the three KLOE measurements of the ⇡+⇡� cross
section with each combination. For DHMZ, the higher-energy data points do not influence the lower-energy data region
only covered by KLOE10 and the fit mean values in this region are described only by those KLOE10 data. In the KNT case,
the covariances from the energy-independent normalization uncertainties mean that the precision of the higher-energy
KLOE08/KLOE12 data is propagated to the lower-energy region through the window allowed by those correlations. For
the complete ⇡+⇡� combination, the KNT analysis is therefore restricted by the correlations of these three precise and
highly correlated measurements, consequently favoring a lower resulting ⇡+⇡� cross section than in the DHMZ analysis.
Overall, this results in a smaller value for aHVP, LOµ [⇡⇡ ] in KNT than in DHMZ (specifically DHMZ19’). It should be noted
that in Ref. [82], the KNT data combination was compared with the Best Unbiased Linear Estimator (BLUE) approach [277],
where all uncertainties and covariances were propagated via MC pseudo-experiments to the BLUE values. This yielded
results that were consistent with those from KNT. It is known that the BLUE method is equivalent to the minimization of
the uncertainty of the output of a weighted average, cf. Gauss–Markov theorem (see, for example, Ref. [278]). It is also

18 Note that the DHMZ19 number in Table 6 for  0.63GeV corresponds to the combined result of the fit ( 0.6GeV) and data integration
([0.6, 0.63]GeV), while the number in Eq. (2.32) refers to the fit result only. As indicated by the small change and the uncertainty on it [6], good
agreement is observed between the direct integration and the fit-based combination also in the low-energy region.
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µ [⇡⇡ ] from CHS18 [4], KNT19 [7,271], DHMZ19 with the BABAR/KLOE adjustment [6,272] (the second error gives the additional
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at the level of 1⇥10�10. The difference in the [1.8, 3.7]GeV interval may reflect the level of agreement between data and
pQCD, while for the exclusive channels most differences are well within the uncertainties, apart from the 2⇡ channel.
Since both evaluations for the latter are based on the same data, this channel deserves further attention.

To this end we consider the detailed breakdown in energy intervals as given in Table 6, in comparison to the result of
a global fit function derived from analyticity and unitarity, see Section 2.3.4. In addition, the DHMZ19 number includes
a systematic error defined as half the difference between evaluations performed either without KLOE or without BaBar,
with the central value defined as the mean between the two. Without this adjustment (DHMZ190), the total number for
the 2⇡ channel, 507.0(1.9), becomes a little closer to KNT19.

The first observation is that the dispersive result, CHS18, lies halfway between DHMZ19 and KNT19 when considered
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low-energy region, say below the ⇢ peak, agrees well with DHMZ19, while the KNT19 results lie about 1.5 ⇥ 10�10

lower. Vice versa, above the ⇢ peak the global fit agrees with KNT19, while DHMZ19 lies about 1.5 ⇥ 10�10 higher.
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DHMZ19 than in DHMZ190, because with the central value chosen as the mean between evaluations without KLOE and
without BABAR, the weight of BABAR in defining the central value slightly increases. Finally, in addition to the covariance
matrices provided by experiment, in the direct integration also the algorithm to combine the data into bins plays a role.

In this regard, the use of correlated uncertainties in the DHMZ and KNT approaches deserves detailed consideration. As
mentioned previously, in the DHMZ data combination, uncertainties are propagated through large samples from pseudo-
experiments produced via Monte Carlo (MC) simulation (see Section 2.3.1). This approach results in correlations being
propagated to the mean values in local regions in an effort to avoid making too-strong assumptions about the given
covariances. In the KNT approach, as described in Section 2.3.2, a correlated fit is implemented, where the available
covariances are used in their entirety to constrain the fit and influence the mean values fully. A comparison of these
methods is given in Fig. 32, which shows the normalized difference of the three KLOE measurements of the ⇡+⇡� cross
section with each combination. For DHMZ, the higher-energy data points do not influence the lower-energy data region
only covered by KLOE10 and the fit mean values in this region are described only by those KLOE10 data. In the KNT case,
the covariances from the energy-independent normalization uncertainties mean that the precision of the higher-energy
KLOE08/KLOE12 data is propagated to the lower-energy region through the window allowed by those correlations. For
the complete ⇡+⇡� combination, the KNT analysis is therefore restricted by the correlations of these three precise and
highly correlated measurements, consequently favoring a lower resulting ⇡+⇡� cross section than in the DHMZ analysis.
Overall, this results in a smaller value for aHVP, LOµ [⇡⇡ ] in KNT than in DHMZ (specifically DHMZ19’). It should be noted
that in Ref. [82], the KNT data combination was compared with the Best Unbiased Linear Estimator (BLUE) approach [277],
where all uncertainties and covariances were propagated via MC pseudo-experiments to the BLUE values. This yielded
results that were consistent with those from KNT. It is known that the BLUE method is equivalent to the minimization of
the uncertainty of the output of a weighted average, cf. Gauss–Markov theorem (see, for example, Ref. [278]). It is also
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only covered by KLOE10 and the fit mean values in this region are described only by those KLOE10 data. In the KNT case,
the covariances from the energy-independent normalization uncertainties mean that the precision of the higher-energy
KLOE08/KLOE12 data is propagated to the lower-energy region through the window allowed by those correlations. For
the complete ⇡+⇡� combination, the KNT analysis is therefore restricted by the correlations of these three precise and
highly correlated measurements, consequently favoring a lower resulting ⇡+⇡� cross section than in the DHMZ analysis.
Overall, this results in a smaller value for aHVP, LOµ [⇡⇡ ] in KNT than in DHMZ (specifically DHMZ19’). It should be noted
that in Ref. [82], the KNT data combination was compared with the Best Unbiased Linear Estimator (BLUE) approach [277],
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Efforts on Radia-ve Correc-ons for low energy e+e− → hadrons
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	Workstop+Conference		in	Zurich	5-9	June	2023	(LOC:	A.	Signer,	G.	Stagnitto,	Y.	Ulrich)	

Three-day	in-person	(Workstop)	+	
a	three	half	day	hybrid	conference	

5	Working	Groups:

•WP1:	Leptonic	processes	at	NNLO	
•WP2:	Form	factor	contributions	at	N3LO		
•WP3:	Processes	with	hadrons		
•WP4:	Parton	showers	
•WP5:	Experimental	input	

Final	goal:	full	NNLO	MC.	Aim	to	write	a	report	by	Autumn	2023
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Alternative measurement of HVP for  : MUonE at CERNaHVP
μ
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•Space-like	determination	of	 	at	<0.5%	through	the	scattering	
of	160	GeV	muons	on	electron	target	
•Much	progress	in	the	last	years,	inc.	detector	optimization	and	
development	of	 	(N)NLO	MC	
•Staged	approach	towards	the	full	experiment:	one	station	(2022),	
two	stations	(2023);	possible	10	stations	before	LS3	(2026)	(2%	
accuracy)		
•Technical	proposal	towards	full	experiment	in	preparation	
•Growing	interest	from	both	experimental	and	theory	community

aHVP
μ

μ − e
-C.	M.	Carloni	Calame	et	al		PLB	746	(2015)	325
-G.	Abbiendi	et	al	Eur.Phys.J.C	77	(2017)	3,	139
-LoI	hOps://cds.cern.ch/record/2677471/files/SPSC-I-252.pdf

LHC	schedule
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Fermilab/HPQCD/MILC:  arXiv:2301.08274, 2023 PRD
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TABLE IV. Approximate error budgets for a
ll,W
µ (conn.) and a

ll,W2
µ (conn.).

Source �a
ll,W
µ (conn.) (%) �a

ll,W2
µ (conn.) (%)

Monte Carlo statistics 0.19 2.44
Continuum extrapolation (a ! 0, �TB) 0.34 1.05
Finite-volume correction (�FV) 0.16 0.23
Pion-mass adjustment (�M⇡) 0.06 0.96
Scale setting (w0 (fm), w0/a) 0.21 1.28
Current renormalization (ZV ) 0.17 0.16

Total 0.50% 3.18%

F. Results and error budgets

Our results for the light-quark-connected contributions to a
W
µ and a

W2
µ are

a
ll,W
µ (conn.) = 206.6(1.0) ⇥ 10�10 (3.18)

and
a
ll,W2
µ (conn.) = 100.7(3.2) ⇥ 10�10

, (3.19)

where the errors are those obtained from the BMA procedure described in the previous
section, and include both statistical and systematic uncertainties.

Although Bayesian model averaging provides a robust estimate of the total uncertainties
in our results, the construction of detailed error budgets from the BMA is not straightfor-
ward. We start from the expression for the BMA variance in Eq. (3.15). The first term
on the right-hand side is linear in the variances, and hence can be trivially separated into
individual contributions from Monte Carlo statistics and each of the parametric inputs w0,
�M⇡ , and ZV . For example, the statistical uncertainty is given by

�
2
aµ(stat.) =

NMX

i=1

�
2
aµ,i(stat.)pr (Mi | D) (3.20)

where we average over all analysis variations using the probability weights of Eq. (3.13). Re-
peating this procedure for all the above-mentioned contributions yields the error estimates
in Table IV in the rows marked “Monte Carlo statistics”, “Scale setting”, “Pion-mass ad-
justment” and “Current renormalization”. The second and third terms in Eq. (3.15) depend
solely and non-linearly on the central value of each variation, with the latter term including
pairwise di↵erences between all possible model pairs in the full BMA result. This makes it
impossible to strictly disentangle the contribution from only a subset of model variations,
(e.g., finite-volume corrections or treatment of discretization e↵ects). We can obtain an
approximate error budget, however, as follows.

First, to estimate the systematic uncertainty associated with the finite-volume correc-
tion, we perform subset model averages separately for each finite-volume correction scheme.
These results are shown in Fig. 14. Taking the variance in central values of these results
yields the “finite-volume correction” error in Table IV. Next, we subtract (in quadrature) the
so-estimated finite-volume error from the total model variance. The remaining uncertainty
is associated with variations in the treatment of oscillating states in C(t), the taste-breaking
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